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BRUCE J EN N IN G S

BRUCE JENNINGS

UNNATURAL S ELECT IO N
From Paris came the news of mute violence
bent on causing death, and a few weeks later came
answering news of spoken global consensus on
climate action bent on preserving life. Terror was
answered by hope. Those who would be president
of the United States spoke at length about the terrorist attack in Paris, and some of them, seeking
to turn it to political advantage, seemed to relish
stoking the fear it provoked. Much less was said by
the candidates about the climate change accord,
and many pointedly ignored it, as if they could not
comprehend the kind of terrorism climate change
represents, and as if they were unwilling to countenance any agreement that broke new ground,
even one that provides only promises—voluntary
“commitments”—not yet kept.1 This does not bode
well for civic and moral learning in 2016.
So this is a good time to ask: What are the prospects for expanding the moral imagination and
reviving a sense of ethical responsibility? I mean
responsibility not only for malicious and malevolent conduct, but also, and especially, for collective actions that exemplify the best intentions and
some of the most admirable traits of our species.
Responsibility for governing good conduct is an
important question because it is often when humans are at their best that the consequences of
their intellect and collective powers are most perilous.
By “moral imagination” I do not mean
make-believe or fantasy, but rather the capacity
to take a critical distance from the given; to think
reality otherwise, or differently in light of ethical
norms and ideals. The moral imagination enables
one to see connections between factors at work in
history, in large social and cultural structures, and
in the shape of one’s own life, thoughts, and feelings. The pertinence of this to environmental and
conservation issues is manifest.
Moreover, by cultivating the moral imagination I mean developing the capability to recognize
connection, interdependence, and symbiosis in
natural and social life. By cultivating responsibility I do not mean primarily instilling a sense of

blame or accountability, but
rather inculcating the ability to
respond appropriately. Imagination and responsibility go
hand in hand to foster right
recognition—recognition
of
injustice or of the true sources
of reactionary fear or climate
crisis denial, for instance—and
answering right response—
constructive, inclusive, empowering response.
The prospects for cultivating moral imagination and
responsibility are in question—and have never been
more vital—precisely because
we have entered an era of human biopower. Extinction and
loss of biodiversity—a massive
culling and biotic simplification—is one pervasive and dramatic illustration of this. Global climate change is another
as the life paths of plants and
animals are deeply affected in
even the most remote locations
on earth. Virtually nothing is
untouched by human hands,
as the saying goes, any longer. Nothing is truly wild, if we
mean by that unmolded rather
than unruly. Nothing is really
natural, if by natural we mean
something that is governed by
an impulse intrinsic to its own
kind and type of being, rather
than being shaped and used
according to its extrinsic, instrumental value to humans.
It is important to recognize
that the human technological shaping of nature on the
regional scale of biodiversity
THINK HERE
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loss, or on the planetary scale of climate change,
is mirrored by its manifestation on the molecular
and cellular scale through genomic engineering
and biotechnology. We live in the age of human
micro-biopower as well as macro-biopower, and
we are on the cusp of intervening in the evolutionary process itself. By bringing forth the evolution
of the human brain and cultural being, natural selection has made life on Earth susceptible to another, anthropogenic mode of evolution. This second evolution is driven by unnatural selection—by
human will, scientific knowledge, and manipulative technology.
It has taken a long time, but it does appear that
human beings have finally come to understand
many of the basic properties and systemic features
of reproduction, inheritance, genetic expression,
cell metabolism, and the like. Homo sapiens has
been probing the secrets of life through the domestication of plants and animals for at least five
thousand years, but arguably in the last century or
so we have gone further and faster in increasing
human biopower than in all the previous millennia. We have always been creatures who create in
various ways, but at last we stand poised on the
threshold of intervening in the evolutionary process of whole species, including our own. A dream
come true for some, perhaps a nightmare for others.
In 2010 a powerful and precise new technique
of altering the DNA sequence using a protein
called CRISPR-Cas9 was developed that is considerably more precise, effective, and facile than
previous modes of gene splicing, using recombinant DNA (r-DNA) techniques and other means
first developed in the 1970s. The newly developed
gene editing capability arose from the study of
bacteria whose immune response protects them
from invading viruses, using proteins that provide
resistance by cutting their DNA. One application
of this, demonstrated in 2007, was the immunization of lactic acid bacteria against phages, which
has important uses in the dairy industry. At first,
attempts to initiate and control this process in the
BRUCE JENNINGS

laboratory were not very precise or effective, but further research has demonstrated that
CRISPR-Cas9, guided by associated RNA, can be made to
cut the DNA at a designated location, thereby bringing about
a specific genomic change in a
cell.2 Technically, this is much
easier and less expensive to
accomplish than ever before,
and its application is going viral, one might say, in research
laboratories around the world.
It is a tool that will greatly enhance understanding of basic biological mechanisms,
and it will open new doors to
many practical applications
on plants and non-human animals, and in human medicine
as well. Editing somatic cells
in this way will alter the genetic functioning of an individual
organism; editing a germ line
cell will alter successive generations of offspring who inherit
the anthropogenic trait.
As if this weren’t enough,
there is another new development in biotechnology known
as “gene drives.” By encoding
the CRISPR mechanism and a
particular DNA sequence in the
reproductive cells of an organism, we could greatly increase
the probability that certain
traits will in fact be replicated
by offspring and continue to be
propagated in subsequent generations. Dominant genes will
not be the result of fitness or
environmental adaptation; we
will select them. This not only
THINK HERE
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stacks the deck of evolution, it greatly speeds it
up. It can drive a particular genetic characteristic
through the genotypes and phenotypes of an entire
species within a few generations, a very short time
for some creatures with rapid sexual maturity. It
can also be a platform for deliberate extirpation
of an entire species by altering its sexual balance
(e.g. insuring that mostly males are born), resulting eventually in severe population decline. At the
same time as we are talking about using genetic
engineering to bring back simulacrums of lost species (de-extinction), we also have the prospect of
rendering currently all too viable species extinct
or scarce, if they bring harm to human health or
pocketbooks.
In sum, decades of research on gene sequencing and mapping have taught us how to read the
book of life, and from being readers, we have
moved on to become editors, and we are using our
blue pencil to revise the story of life more and more
facilely. As the result of a summit conference held
by the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine last month, where restrictions
and a moratorium on the use of CRISPR-Cas9 in
human beings were proclaimed, media attention
has focused on gene editing.
Before we get too worked up, past experience
suggests that we should take this hype with a grain
of salt. There is a tendency to exaggerate the efficacy of gene transfer technology, by immediately
referring to it as “therapy” for terrible genetic diseases. So far, even though it is getting faster and
easier, editing DNA alone has not turned out to be
the magic bullet initially promised. CRISPR-Cas9
manipulates, but does not fundamentally reduce
the complexity of most genetic diseases, which
involve multiple gene loci and many factors affecting expression and penetrance (severity and
manifestation in the phenotype). Indeed since the
inception of the Human Genome Project in the
1990s, through years of research on the pathway
from the DNA code to the chemical expression of
that code in biochemical and metabolic processes
and functions, science has found a very complex
BRUCE JENNINGS

epigenetic system of gene-environment interactions and
emergent properties, not the
straightforward causal and reductionistic process that some
scientists had expected.
In view of this it is interesting that so much attention
is given to the potentially positive consequences of a new
biotechnology in comparison
to its potentially negative ones.
And when bad consequences
are discussed they are mainly defined in terms of human
utility—direct or indirect harm
to human health and interests. This anthropocentric default assumption at work in
the selectivity of our bioethical
concern deserves further comment. Aside from intervening
to redirect the evolutionary
process of certain species, this
is a second form of unnatural
selection, in my view.
While there has been a
great deal of focus on the use of
gene editing in human beings,
the nonhuman environmental
uses are being promoted and
welcomed quite widely with
open arms. As the headline in a
recent New York Times report
on the subject put it: “Open
Season Is Seen in Gene Editing
of Animals.”3 Bruce Whitelaw,
a researcher at the Roslin Institute of the University of
Edinburgh, observes, “We are
going to see a stream of edited
animals coming through because it’s so easy.” Because it is
so easy? Is that all there is to
THINK HERE
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it? The federal government recently approved for
human consumption a type of salmon genetically modified to grow to market size more rapidly.
Many other applications are being investigated,
including GM pigs that are resistant to African
swine fever and can be fattened with less food,
chickens that produce only female offspring to
increase egg yield, beef cattle that produce more
muscle, and dairy cattle without horns. Surveying all this, Scott Fahrenkrug, CEO of a company
called Recombinetics, explains that gene editing
and gene drives are “like a find-replace function
in the genome of these animals. It allows us to find
the natural variation that exists across a species
and quickly bring it under one hood.”
Moreover, we have not only an assumption of
instrumental value at work in this narrative, but
also a strikingly mechanistic set of metaphors to
describe genomic, metabolic, and natural form
and function. Biochemists speak of genomic “Lego
blocks” and “cassettes,” and they draw analogues
from computer software. These may comprise a
convenient verbal short hand, but at the very least
they convey the misleading suggestion that particular interventions in the genome can be discrete
(the belief that we can do just one thing biologically), and they foster an illusion of causal control.
And if these metaphors are taken seriously they
can implicitly shape conceptual understandings—
what the philosopher of science Michael Polanyi
called “tacit knowledge”—that fly in the face of
what epigenomics has actually taught us about the
vibrant matter of complex living systems.
CRISPR-Cas9 does things that may superficially resemble the find and replace function of
word processing programs, but we do not yet have
an understanding of its underlying mechanisms.
When we do, chances are that gene “editing” will
not turn out to be analogous to word processing
at all because genetic engineering and software
engineering involve two quite different relationships between human design and the properties of
the natural media (electrons and micro-circuitry
vs. DNA, RNA, enzymes, and proteins) through
BRUCE JENNINGS

which that design is operationalized. (What the future of
Artificial Intelligence holds is
another matter. That field may
well come to draw its self-conscious metaphors from epigenetics, rather than the other
way around.)
Nonetheless, gene editing
and gene drives clearly raise
important questions about
moral imagination and responsibility—about precautionary
government regulation of scientific research and commercial technological applications
that present great uncertainty
and pose potentially severe, irreversible risks to health and to
the environment. Here I would
like to offer some thoughts on
how an ecological imagination
and responsibility may be able
to inform policy and regulation
concerning gene editing.
I suggest that the most
fundamental question for science policy concerning gene
editing and gene drives goes
beyond the issues of assessing
potential risk and the distribution of benefits and burdens
or utilities served. These are
not unimportant questions,
mind you. These technologies
can probably be weaponized.
There is the financial juggernaut of the bioeconomy and
the pharmaceutical industry
to be reckoned with. Like climate change, biotechnology
and bioscience are global phenomena that will require international regulation and global
THINK HERE
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governance. Nonetheless, the fundamental and
underlying question is: What is the “right relationship” between human agency and the rest of nature? How should human beings relate to nature
through science, not only instrumentally for the
sake of their own interests, but also intrinsically
as a matter of obligation derived from the fundamental conditions and nexus of life?
One answer to the question of right relationship is the anthropocentric utilitarian answer,
which sees evolved species and ecosystems as
flawed legacies to be corrected and improved
upon. Another is an ecocentric answer for which
evolved biophysical systems, when scientifically
well-understood, are places of dynamic finitude
and constrained becoming. Such places present
human beings with duties of wise use and freedoms of flourishing and self-development in and
through relationships of accommodation with the
limits and the gifts of evolved nature. The ecocentric answer holds that value in the world resides
in the natural and biotic context of which human
individuals and societies are a part.
From an ecocentric perspective, right relationship is symbiotic with right self-recognition of human beings as fellow members of biotic communities with other species. Part and parcel of that
membership are ecosystemic constraints and the
inheritance of what the historical, probabilistic
rhythms of evolution have produced in the time of
our lives. Therefore, there is a natural standard of
ethical rights and duties in how human beings and
non-human beings should be treated. And there is
a natural good toward which human action should
strive that is inherent within systems of interdependence, relationship, sustainability, and resilience.
Can anything like this ecological moral imagination and sense of responsibility come to inform
science policy concerning gene editing and gene
drives? I believe that the answer is yes. I believe,
moreover, that a science policy so informed would
not necessarily prohibit the use of gene editing
and gene drives in human and environmental apBRUCE JENNINGS

plications entirely, but it would
govern them with civic precaution and humility.
In order to see if this is true,
and in order to achieve this
kind of responsible innovation in science and technology,
however, we will have to depart
from past patterns of biotechnology policy, such as the narrow focus on human health
threats and the containment
and safety approaches that
were the response to r-DNA
technology in the 1970s. This
was top-down governance and
a successful attempt by the scientific and research community to display ethical responsibility so as to fend off the more
extensive governmental regulation and control that might
have erupted out of public fear
and concern at the time.
This time around we need
to do more than pay lip service to public engagement and
democratic deliberation. We
need to discuss and develop a
new governance regime of civically responsible innovation,
rather than relying on either
an exclusively consequentialist
ethical appraisal by experts or
a populist ethical appraisal by
consumers. And we need to do
this soon, before the transfer of
this technology from the laboratory into the marketplace
becomes too wide-spread to
manage.
What I am calling civic
governance taps into non-elite
sources of grounded knowlTHINK HERE
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edge and expertise that can mitigate the blind
spots of top-down appraisals and provide early
warnings that scientific innovators or commercial enterprises might have overlooked. The discussions of r-DNA techniques, for example, completely overlooked the coming global controversy
over GM foods.4
Also, a civic approach to technology innovation does not call for merely populist input or
the more complete mobilization of interest group
stakeholders. These lead to a kind of horse-trading and squeaky wheel type of governance or to
regulatory capture by powerful vested interests.
The civic model calls for bringing citizens together
in new ways and with a new orientation guiding
them as they clarify factual information, assess
various scenarios under conditions of complexity and uncertainty, and exchange arguments and
give reasons for various values and points of view.
The point is to discern together what the common
good and the individual rights of a society consist
in when it comes to the rules of use of a specific
new form of human biopower.
Finally, it is important to stress not simply engagement, but active deliberative engagement as
the goal and to remember that moving toward an
ethically broader paradigm of responsible innovation requires not only new value concepts and perspectives, but also appropriate institutional settings for deliberation. Let’s be frank. The reason to
call for public engagement is not simply to mollify
and reassure the public that the technology is in
good hands. Rather it is to educate and engender
greater scientific and civic literacy in the public so
that they will gain an enhanced substantive and
critical understanding of the technology and will
then be able to have a serious and constructive
voice in determining how it should be used.
A value criterion for responsible innovation in
science and technology has to do with the effect of
an innovation and its dissemination on the health
and integrity of “nature,” seen as a web of life. “Integrity” on this view has to do with the sustainability, resilience, and capacity for self-renewal of
BRUCE JENNINGS

systems that have been shaped
by a long process of evolutionary adaptation. A closely related question is what effect
widespread use of a technology will have, epistemologically
and emotionally, on a culture’s
understanding of nature and
humankind’s place in it. Does
a technology enable or impede
our ability to see ourselves as
engaged in interdependent,
ecosystemic transactions with
the biophysical world, where
we are responsible citizens or
members, not lords and masters? Moreover, does the use of
a particular technology—and
the power it confers on those
groups that profit from it or
control it—tend to hamper a
culture’s ability to learn from
advances in scientific knowledge and make adjustments
over time in the practices and
technologies it supports? Consider the use, widespread and
scientifically accepted in the
nineteenth century, of certain
kinds of physiognomic measuring devices for the recording of the cranial and bone
structures of particular individuals or groups. This technology and the data it generated significantly reinforced
cultural racism and provided it
with “scientific” legitimacy. My
point is that even if the underlying validity of the physiological differences being measured
were granted, that would not
necessarily have the last word
on the question whether a sociTHINK HERE
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ety ought to sanction the use of such a technology.5
This value perspective could bear in different
ways on the governance of gene editing and gene
drives and their applications to ecosystem health
and conservation and to whole species evolutionary modification. From this perspective:
• Ecosystemic and conservation outcomes that
support biodiversity, integrity, and resilient functioning would underscore the ethical acceptability
of gene drives.
• In the future, genetic modification of food crops
and species subject to loss of population genetic
diversity may be undertaken in order to help these
species survive climate change. This may be a licit
role for gene editing and gene drives for conservation purposes. But it is ironic, nonetheless. The
consequences of artifice beget more of it; thus,
thanks to the logic of compensation, human artifice feeds upon itself.
• The deliberate extinction of an entire species due
to the pursuit of human aims, even if meritorious,
would face serious challenge from this perspective.
• Altering a species so that it would no longer be
a vector of zoonotic human disease, on the other
hand, might be acceptable, although we should
not be entirely surprised if the parasite or disease
organism in question were to find an alternative
host for its life cycle. The elimination of white
tailed deer, for example, would not necessarily put
an end to Lyme disease.
• Always pertinent to the assessment of any new
genomic technology for conservation or health
purposes is a comparison of the effectiveness and
ecological impact of alternative means to achieve
similar ends. Perhaps some notion like a ladder
of intervention would be appropriate here—measures with less impact on germline genetic modification and evolutionary impact would be favored
over measures with higher impacts.
• Generally prudential governance favors interventions that are reversible and/or contained
within controlled environments in case unintended side effects (such as ecosystemic disruptions
BRUCE JENNINGS

triggered by modified species)
appear over time; this would
also caution against germ-line
interventions. Gene drives
present a challenge to this approach since the entire point of
them is to ensure that the modification is spread as widely as
possible in a population. There
is no recall or failsafe provision
in this system, although some
scientists talk about developing a gene drive that would
reverse what an earlier gene
drive had driven.
It is my hope that a civic
process of responsible technological innovation will bring
to the surface humility rather than hype in the face of the
limits of scientific knowledge—
humility in the face of practical
complexity and the limits of
technological control; humility
in the face of the sheer giveness,
the proof of life, of evolved living systems; and even humility
concerning the hubris involved
with confident anthropogenic
attempts to correct or enhance
natural evolution. This value
orientation includes concern
to avoid biological risks and
harms, but it also asks what
impact (positive or negative)
a particular technological innovation could have on normatively meaningful modes of
human self-understanding.
Are we creators or creatures? Are we beings in control
of the world, or beings who
prosper by accommodating
themselves to webs of symbiotTHINK HERE
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ic interdependencies? The interplay of perfecting
and accommodating is not unique to human beings—perhaps it characterizes all forms of life on
earth—but with humans these modes of being are
distinctive, and our technology greatly expands
their scale and effects. The creator perfects and
redefines necessity; the creature creatively adapts
to necessity and achieves a modus vivendi with it.
Are we creators or creatures, and if both, how can
we achieve the balance between them that might
be called humility?
Wendell Berry calls for a “new, or a renewed,
propriety in the study and the use of the living
world.” He goes on to say that propriety is a word
whose value comes from its reference to the fact
that we are not alone. “The idea of propriety,” he
observes, “makes an issue of the fittingness of our
conduct to our place or circumstances. . .It acknowledges the always-pressing realities of context and of influence; we cannot speak or act or
live out of context. . . .We are being measured, in
other words, by a standard that we did not make
and cannot destroy. It is by that standard, and
only by that standard, that we know we are in a
crisis in our relationship to nature.”6
The articles in this issue of Minding Nature
provide further rich grist for the mill of the moral imagination in the face of biopower and genetic
engineering, although this is not the explicit topic
of any of them.
Two articles on climate change take very different approaches to the topic but share a focus of
attention on relationality. Carol Gould describes
the parallel between the climate crisis and a democracy crisis in the world today. She reminds us
of the need to combat institutionalized forms of
power and injustice and argues that doing so will
require revitalized democratic action and deliberation in the face of climate change and concomitant violations of human rights. Christopher Uhl
finds the root of our failure to limit climate change
in the lack of relationality—namely, in the kinds
BRUCE JENNINGS

of alienation human beings experience when they lose touch
with nature and with their own
bodies. Both Gould, in a political vision, and Uhl, in a much
more personalized way, call
for a re-grounding of human
action through collective participation and solidarity and
through new possibilities of
personal experience of everyday life.
In their essays, Jeff Grygny and Rebecca Burrill take
up this notion of re-grounding
in intriguing ways. Grygny relates it to recovering the power of sensuality and the sensuous world and practices of
body awareness and wisdom.
Burrill adds a meditation on
how to relate to animate Earth
through aesthetic perception
and memory, dance, sculpture,
and poetry—all forms of growing and developing by giving
and taking shape.
In their reflections, Karina Pino and David Taylor and
colleagues share the art of a
Cuban group performing street
theater on the environment,
TECMA, and an interview with
its director, Luis Valdes. John
Farnsworth discusses the complexity of the uses and meanings of the terms “nature” and
“natural.” Richard Blaustein
offers a profile of landscape
architect Julia Watson, a professor at Columbia University and a practitioner of living
landscape
eco-technologies,
which integrate design, local
THINK HERE
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culture, and landscape forms and features. Here is
a technology that is both creaturely and creative,
an interesting contrast to the ways in which genomic biotechnology so often conceives of itself.
And Anja Claus has the last word about the power
of words and the insidious effects of the notion of
nature as a “resource.”

Bruce Jennings is Senior Fellow at the Center for Humans and
Nature and Editor of Minding Nature.
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Beyond the Dual Crisis:
From Climate Change to
Democratic Change
By CAR O L C . G O U L D

T

he Paris Agreement on climate change arrived at this past December promises constructive action to keep global increases
in temperature below two degrees Celsius
above their pre-industrial level. Although this initial
step toward greater world cooperation on climate is
most welcome, can we expect it to produce the desired
results? And if not, why not? What more would be
needed to mitigate dangerous climate change, as well
as to adapt to it where necessary? To begin to answer
these questions, we would require a solid diagnosis
of the causes of the present climate crisis. We would
need to understand why countries and people worldwide have not yet been able to rise to the challenge of
addressing and dealing with the monumental climatic
changes that threaten human existence and flourishing on the planet (and that threaten other species as
well). In order to arrive at this explanation, and on this
basis offer effective policy proposals, I suggest we have
to look not only at the climate crisis but also at the
democracy crisis.

CAROL C. GOULD

I want to propose that progress in curbing climate
change needs to proceed concomitantly with transformations in democracy. Indeed, these two crises—
of climate and democracy—are supplemented with a
third and long-standing one concerning global justice,
including pervasive inequality and world poverty. It
might even be suggested that we need to bring in a
further contemporary crisis—that of global capitalism.
This article will investigate the way climate intersects
with these other forces and factors—inequality, capitalism, and especially democracy—and will make a few
suggestions for a path ahead to address these various
crises.
The approach taken here recognizes an important
role for what has been called structural injustice—in
other words, the way institutions, whether political,
economic, or social, function to produce and perpetuate forms of human oppression and climatic harm,
even if the individuals functioning within these institutions may be well-meaning and not specifically intending these negative modes or effects.1 From this
perspective, the oft-cited reliance on individuals as
consumers making changes in their attitude or even
their behavior—in which they would dramatically lower their own contributions to emissions—can be seen
to be inadequate to the task of bringing about fundamental change in planetary outcomes.
A substantial number of theorists have suggested that taking a different attitude toward the natural
BEYOND THE DUAL CRISIS: FROM CLIMATE CHANGE TO DEMOCRATIC CHANGE
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world is the key factor to deal with climate change—for
example, an attitude modeled on indigenous beliefs
about the land, or else a spiritual view that emphasizes the interdependence of the natural or biotic world.2
I want to dispute such claims. If the problem is largely
structural, then even though such new or reclaimed
attitudes or perspectives may be valuable, they do not
deal with the root causes of the climate crisis (or the
democracy crisis, as we shall see).
Moreover, I would be highly reluctant to endorse
one single attitude or perspective on nature that everyone would be expected to adopt. I will myself propose that we do indeed need to renounce views of
human dominance over nature.3 But the attitude that
replaces it can be based on a wide range of theoretical
perspectives or approaches, all of which could support
a practical attitude to the natural world in which we
recognize and act on the recognition that we are an
integral part of nature and dependent on it. This recognition does not require abandoning the importance
of human goals or intentions and indeed the value of
the development of human capacities—both individual and collective—over time. But we need to see humans and their activity as both a part of nature and
as interdependent with the natural environment. Social construction of the natural world will necessarily continue—in which we interpret nature and create
artifacts through our practical activity4—but we need
to more clearly understand the way that nature both
constrains and enables human ends and processes
and merits respect as well.
In order to elaborate these broad themes in this
short article, we can begin with the concrete analysis
of the crises of climate and democracy and of their root
cause(s), move to a brief critique of existing proposals
for dealing with them, and conclude with a few suggestions for moving ahead in regard to both domains,
at the point of their intersection. Needless to say, both
the explanation and the proposals will rely on the
ideas of many others, but I believe that the account
here brings together the various factors in an original
and distinctive way.
CRISES IN CLIMATE AND DEMOCRACY—THEIR INTERSECTION
AND THEIR COMMON ROOT

The readers of Minding Nature are all too familiar
with the climate crisis. Suffice it to say that if present
emissions rates continue, scientists predict the melting of the polar ice caps, the disappearance of the glaciers (along with the water they supply) including the
CAROL C. GOULD

Greenland ice sheet, the thawing of the permafrost
and the potential vast methane release, the rise of sea
levels with accompanying inundation of island nations and flooding in coastal cities around the world,
the salinization of the oceans, increasingly severe
weather disturbances, more widespread droughts,
deep problems for agriculture in various regions, and
more. These problems are attributed to the increasing
concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere,
including carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide. Moreover, carbon in the atmosphere accumulates
over time and will apparently take centuries to dissipate, so that the emissions problem becomes more
and more acute, even if there are successful efforts to
limit emissions. The destruction of tropical rainforests
also plays a significant role both in carbon release and
in the elimination of valuable carbon sinks. Indeed,
the entire process—if unchecked—can be expected to
manifest a transformation of quantity into quality—
that is, the arrival of a so-called tipping point, leading
to climate chaos, with runaway warming, profound
degradation in weather, and other dire, uncontrollable consequences.

Drought in Kenya

The democracy crisis at first glance seems altogether different, and it, too, is well known. It involves
the hollowing out of real democracy or rule by the people. Instead, corporations and wealthy individuals exert major influence over both elections and public policy. In the United States especially, the role of virtually
unlimited campaign donations by the superrich, including by corporations now regarded as “persons” in
virtue of the Citizens United Supreme Court decision,
exacerbates the problems that arise from the distortion of legislation and representation by means of perBEYOND THE DUAL CRISIS: FROM CLIMATE CHANGE TO DEMOCRATIC CHANGE
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vasive lobbying by powerful economic interests. Democracy has been reduced at best to “spectatorship,”
in which citizens can only observe processes over
which they have no control, replacing the core democratic modes of active participation in government,
which theorists—from John Dewey to the present—
have argued are essential to democracy’s flourishing.
At the international level as well, the institutions
of global governance, including the World Trade Organization, the International Monetary Fund, and even
the World Bank, display a “democratic deficit.” While
these institutions have significant influence over the
livelihoods and work conditions of people around the
world who are affected by their policies, these people
themselves have no opportunities to provide input
into these powerful institutions. Instead, these agencies are controlled by large states that often act in the
interest of the big corporations within them. Internationally, too, some states lack democracy altogether,
including among them major global actors like China.
The two crises—climate and democracy—are directly interrelated by the fact that the kind of regulation and legislation that are called for to address climate change are rendered very difficult by lobbying
and campaign contributions that themselves weaken
democracy. Among the major players in such lobbying and donations are the fossil fuel industry and the
wealthy individuals who run it. On the international
stage as well, given the power of large emitting states
and corporations on the global governance institutions, it is no surprise that few actions are taken to
limit emissions or to offer major support for alternative energy development. Meanwhile, older authoritarian regimes (e.g., China) most often do not address
the demands of their own citizens for more livable cities with breathable air.
We can observe, too, that climate change reciprocally exacerbates the problems for democracy. This is
evident in the “security crisis” it engenders, bringing
increased potential for conflicts between states and
regions (whether within or across states). New forms
of violent conflict have themselves been attributed in
part to climate change—for example, the drought that
aggravated the situation in Syria, which can be expected to intensify with the worsening of the climate crisis.
Likewise, the refugee crisis that challenges European democracies at this moment is in part caused by
climate change, and it is expected to vastly increase
and deepen with the displacement of millions from
coastal cities in future years. Other forms of human
CAROL C. GOULD

security are threatened as well, especially food security. And if governments and global governance institutions continue to be hobbled by their deference to
fossil fuel corporate interests, they are unlikely to take
the steps needed to deal with the climate crisis. Further, it is even possible that the rise to prominence of
these security issues will lead to an abandonment of
democracy itself in favor of authoritarian “solutions.”
And where democracy still maintains its hold in liberal
democratic states, the emphasis on security measures
that are seen as required to manage climate change
threatens to undercut our commitments to the basic
liberties essential for democracy, such as freedom of
expression and association.
But there is also, I suggest, a deep interrelation
between the two crises under consideration here in a
different sense: they can be seen as sharing in large
measure the same root cause, a point too often unnoticed or disregarded in analyses of these crises and
what to do about them. This observation will allow
us to bring in the additional dimension noted at the
outset—namely, the issues of deep inequality, global
poverty, and injustice that exacerbate the other effects of climate change, producing especially harsh
outcomes for developing countries and disadvantaged
peoples. Injustice and inequality likewise intensify the
democracy crisis, both nationally and internationally,
by depriving people of effective voice in the process.
In addition, they work against the capacity of democracies to regulate climate change because the affluent
are currently much better able to avoid or mitigate its
impacts. Moreover, with the deference afforded large
corporate interests and wealthy donors, democratic
states and global governance institutions alike have
fewer incentives to support regulations on emissions
or to promote renewable fuels.
An emphasis on structural injustice leads us to
focus on the ways in which capitalism as a system
functions to produce climate change. Indeed, the consequences it regularly produces for the environment
are aggravated by capitalism’s own present crisis.
Even without extensive political economic analysis,
it is evident that the capitalist system depends for its
functioning on both competition and growth (at the
macrolevel of national and international economies,
as well as at the micro-level of firms). For the most
part, corporations tend to eschew regulation or limitation in the interest of greater profits and capital accumulation. This profit-seeking activity is not in the first
place a matter of attitude—say, of greed—but rather
BEYOND THE DUAL CRISIS: FROM CLIMATE CHANGE TO DEMOCRATIC CHANGE
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a basic mode of functioning of the system. Given the
competitive environment (again, at both the macroand micro-levels), corporate executives and managers see themselves as having no choice but to follow
the logic of growth. Moreover, the need for increasing
sales leads to an intense emphasis on promoting consumption, and even involves what has been called “the
creation of new needs” for consumers, through advertising and other means. Indeed, efforts are made to
turn nearly everything into a commodity to be bought
and sold, including land and other aspects of the natural world.

In this situation, regulations in the interest of ecological sustainability necessarily come from outside
the economy, and are most often viewed as an imposition of constraints on markets. Because of the power
of corporate interests, intensified by competition from
new corporations in emerging markets in the context
of globalization, democratic governments have tended
to resist putting in place the necessary environmental (or social) regulations. They most often refuse to
impose carbon taxes or to provide serious incentives
for the development of renewable fuels. The emphasis on growth and on competition among national
economies, combined with the weakening of democracy within these states, in turn contributes to the increased power of corporate lobbies—including especially those of fossil fuel industries—and allows large
corporations to flourish at the expense of the meeting
of human (and non-human) needs.
We can add that this profit-oriented system operates in a way that generates inequality, as well as a
certain measure of exploitation, given the divergent
interests of owners/managers and workers/consumers within it. At the global level, inequalities emerge
between developed and developing states, as well as
within each of these. Given the centrality of compeCAROL C. GOULD

tition, cooperative modes of social relationship are
devalued within economic or political life. All of this
in turn impacts on our dealings with global warming.
Well-off individuals and firms can more easily protect
themselves against its effects, and their disproportionate influence on politics leads to a lack of political or
legislative action to address it. Disadvantaged people
and entire countries are left to deal with adapting to
climate change practically alone (despite the recent
meager and non-binding commitments to international aid included in the Paris Agreement).
From this structural perspective, the contemporary emphasis on individual consumerism and acquisitiveness in the developed countries can be seen as a
consequence of the operation of capitalist institutions,
rather than as a cause of it. Likewise, the unlimited
use (and using up) of the Earth’s resources, and the
emphasis on extraction without end, are largely driven
by an economic system oriented to corporate profit. Of
course, none of this is to deny the strengths of this system in producing goods for large numbers of people,
as well as the power of economic and technological
globalization to increase the scope of interchange and
communication across borders. But I believe that if we
are to make a fundamental transformation in regard
to climate change, we need to confront directly the
deep problems with the existing system, especially as
they impact both nature and democracy, and attempt
to work toward some new directions.
ALTERNATIVE
CHANGE

DIAGNOSES

AND

REMEDIES

FOR

CLIMATE

The above approach to the climate crisis and its
connection to the democracy crisis contrasts with several other existing ones, and it will be useful to briefly explore those contrasts here, before proceeding to
some suggestions for moving ahead.
The standard approach tends to regard the source
of the problem as one of bad actors—whether corporate or individual—operating within an otherwise
well-functioning capitalist system. Alternatively, it
sees the problem as a technological one that has resulted from the availability of mainly polluting sources
of energy available for use under industrial capitalism,
where the deleterious consequences of this use have
only recently come to be recognized. The solutions offered in turn all fall within what is called climate capitalism or green capitalism. These have prominently
included emissions trading schemes (e.g., in the European Union), carbon offsets, and the production of
BEYOND THE DUAL CRISIS: FROM CLIMATE CHANGE TO DEMOCRATIC CHANGE
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green fuels, which were introduced partly in response
to various “climate regimes” like the Kyoto Protocol.
However, carbon markets have in practice led to various scams, given the incentives to gain substantial
credits for destroying greenhouse gases, even where
these pollutants can be removed from the industrial
processes in question in inexpensive ways. Offsets involved in setting aside forests so that they can function as carbon sinks have sometimes interfered with
indigenous peoples’ rights to use the land.5 Ultimately, the strategies employed tend to leave the power
of big emitters largely unchecked, or else polluting
industries are simply outsourced from developed to
developing countries. In any case, the expansionary
tendency of capitalism remains unacknowledged and
relatively untouched.6
One element of green capitalism does hold special
promise for mitigation, and that is the interest generated in developing renewable energy sources, where
solar and wind power in particular are making significant headway. According to the REN21 Renewables
2015 Global Status Report:
Renewable energy provided an estimated
19.1% of global final energy consumption in
2013, and growth in capacity and generation
continued to expand in 2014. … Renewables
represented approximately 58.5% of net additions to global power capacity in 2014, with
significant growth in all regions. Wind, solar
PV, and hydro power dominated the market.
By year’s end, renewables comprised an estimated 27.7% of the world’s power generating
capacity, enough to supply an estimated 22.8%
of global electricity.7
The situation is less positive with respect to the
use of renewables for heating and cooling, and progress has also been slow in the electrification of transport. Moreover, fossil fuels continue to benefit from
sizable incentives in various countries, and the market in itself does not have a way of valuing the public
benefits of renewables. Further, the transformation
to renewable fuels (or their introduction) often lacks
adequate financing, which is especially a problem in
some developing countries where solar panels, for example, could provide a source of much needed power.
Indeed, a more adequate distribution of energy globally remains a pressing need, with 15 percent of the
world’s population, or about one billion people, still
completely lacking access to electricity.
It is important to observe that this turn to renewCAROL C. GOULD

ables is largely guided by policy making and often
requires incentives for both development and implementation, where both the policies and the incentives
are usually provided by governmental agencies. As the
REN21 report observes, “Over the past decade, and
particularly in recent years, advances in renewable
energy technologies, global increases in capacity, and
rapid cost reductions have been due largely to policy
support, which has attracted significant investment
and has further driven down costs through economies
of scale.”8 Thus, it is not possible to rely on markets
alone to support the transformation to renewables.
We can briefly make mention of a second approach
to climate change that does not single out bad actors
or the historical development of industrial technologies, but rather sees it as the aggregate effect of the
choices of individuals, each of whom emits very little
on her own, but who together produce deeply troublesome effects on the atmospheric concentration in
carbon dioxide and other gases. These individuals do
so simply in the course of pursuing their own self-interest in ordinary ways. Moreover, since they regard
themselves as making only a very minor contribution,
they may not acknowledge their role at all, and they
certainly feel incapable of making a difference even if
they understand the magnitude of the problem. They
have no certainty under the present arrangements
that others will comply, or they may simply demonstrate weakness of will. Thus, this explanation at the
level of individuals can be coupled with the analysis
of the situation going forward as a collective action
problem. But in its focus on individuals, this approach
disregards the severe impacts on the climate of large
corporations, and it also fails to acknowledge how the
current economic system militates against transformative change. Moreover, like the first approach, this one
overlooks the ways that the weakening of democracy
and the lack of opportunities for genuine participation
or representation make it difficult to implement strict
limits on emissions, or to institute carbon taxes, or to
provide robust incentives for the development and use
of alternative fuel sources.
A third approach that also contrasts with the one
I offer attributes the problem primarily to a faulty attitude towards nature, and accordingly sees the remedy as lying in a shift in our attitudes. There is wide
agreement on the problematic attitude: it is one of
dominating nature, and of seeing human beings as
having rights of unlimited exploitation of nature, of
extraction and appropriation. I indicated earlier that I
BEYOND THE DUAL CRISIS: FROM CLIMATE CHANGE TO DEMOCRATIC CHANGE
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am sympathetic to this critique, but that I see it as not
standing alone or as existing just in the realm of ideas,
but as tied to a mode of being and acting that is characteristic of capitalist economic systems. (Granted, it
was also evident in the “state socialist” systems in the
Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, but it could be argued that those systems were more “state capitalist”
than socialist.9) The approach under discussion here
often goes on to propose a specific alternative attitude
that is required in our dealings with nature, whether
it is one drawn from indigenous tribes, or one advocating a specific spiritual perspective, which tends to
require renouncing a humanist perspective.10 In this
way, such approaches tend not to be very ecumenical and are instead quite demanding in requiring the
adoption of a particular point of view.
To my mind, in contrast, many alternatives to an
attitude of dominating nature exist and may suffice
to support the requisite changes in behavior, though
as indicated, I believe that changes in institutions
are also necessary. It would certainly be important to
more fully recognize the interdependence of the natural world, to see humans as a part of nature (though
one conscious of itself), and to cultivate due concern
and, indeed, respect for the interests and needs of
other beings with whom we share this planet. Beyond
this, various practical forms of training and skill are
urgently required, if we are to transform our own
habits and modes of action in regard to the natural
world.11 And in regard to our social attitudes, we need
to find a more cooperative way of being in the world,
in place of rampant competition and “possessive individualism.”12 Yet I suggest that none of this will suffice
without concomitant deep changes in our institutions,
both economic and political.
SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR A NEW DIRECTION

What are the implications of the analysis offered
here for moving ahead? Clearly, the focus on structural injustice has import for our approach to both
the climate crisis and the democracy crisis. I will focus mainly on the latter here because it is less often
considered in this context. Still, we can say that with
regard to emissions and climate, some steps would
have priority in this account: (1) the development and
implementation of renewable sources of fuel, including solar, wind, geothermal, and wave power; (2) the
intensive use of energy-efficient public transportation
systems; (3) the control of waste through the production of sustainable and recyclable goods; (4) the culCAROL C. GOULD

tivation of green agriculture in place of agribusiness;
and (5) improved energy efficiency in building design
and construction.13 These constructive steps need to
be supplemented with immediate measures to limit
emissions through regulations and taxes. Moreover,
substantial assistance is needed to adapt them in
developing countries, some of which are already impacted by climate change, along with help with future
planning, if they request it.
A natural question arises with regard to such lists,
however. It concerns the likelihood of these steps being
implemented given the present political climate, both
nationally and internationally, in which institutions of
global governance are primarily oriented to meeting
the interests of the powerful, rather than to resolving
the climate crisis. Moreover, the global level lacks a
truly governmental institution (which is why the term
governance is used instead). So we will need to examine the political possibilities more deeply to determine
what possible changes could be made in order to help
produce the fundamental economic transformations
needed to resolve the climate crisis.
Since this is a very large question, I can only
make some brief remarks here. Some proposals can
be implemented in the short term, while others have
a longer horizon. They all involve ways of deepening
democracy, despite the apparent oddity of calling for
more democracy in a situation that has suggested to
some that we have to turn to more authoritarian regimes for help.
In the short term, the most urgent need is to find
ways to remove the influence of big money and big
corporations on politics. As noted, this is an especially
serious problem in the United States, both in regard
to campaign financing and the influence of lobbying
on legislation. In order to change the situation, we
have to unmask the absurdity of treating corporations
(which are abstract entities) as equivalent to natural
persons who have human rights; and to more clearly reveal the way that lobbying undermines political
equality. Of course, it is insufficient to mount only theoretical critiques, however compelling. Broad-based
social movements to change this deeply inegalitarian
system are required. Such movements do exist, though
primarily elsewhere around the globe—for example, in
a few Latin American countries, where people’s movements or those of indigenous groups have occasionally
been able to make governments more responsive to
people’s needs. The goal of the new social movements
would be to refocus politics and legislation on dealing
BEYOND THE DUAL CRISIS: FROM CLIMATE CHANGE TO DEMOCRATIC CHANGE
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with climate change (along with addressing other—related—wrongs, like exploitation). As I have suggested,
in the near term, policies are urgently required that
would set emissions limits and provide meaningful incentives for renewable energy technologies.

In order to deal with the underlying problems of
the absence of real representation and people’s manifest alienation and disenchantment with politics, we
need to look more intensively into their causes, and
propose some thoroughgoing changes. We need to
deepen democracy so that it goes beyond bare opportunities to vote (themselves threatened) and majority
rule and begins to fulfill the richer notion of rule by
and for the people. Given the increasing globalization
of economies and social life, however, democracy has
to become more extensive as well. The introduction of
forms of transnational democracy would aim in the
first place to mitigate the democratic deficit in global
governance institutions by enabling democratic input
by distant people in the policy making of these institutions, as well as by encouraging democratic deliberation within them.
To address the problem of amplifying opportunities for democratic self-rule by the members of a political community, I suggest that an important change
would be for them to be able to exercise democratic
decision-making not only in local political contexts,
as they can do at present, but also in more ordinary
spheres of economic and social life. This would conCAROL C. GOULD

sist in the introduction of self-management in firms
(and in a range of social institutions beyond politics).
Self-managing enterprises would give people some
real control over everyday issues that matter to them
and could empower them through the opportunities
they would have to co-determine these spheres of activity with others. This extension of democracy can
in turn be expected to meliorate the feelings of powerlessness and the resultant voter apathy that has
marked liberal democracies for the past decades. Of
course, taken alone, economic democracy of this sort
would be insufficient unless politics, too, became open
to wider participation and did not remain only with
existing representative forms, which regrettably have
been emptied of much of their significance.
I have elsewhere discussed at some length the idea
of employee or worker participation in decision making (or democratic management of firms), its justification, and some specific forms it could take.14 Aside
from the potential it holds to make political democracy more responsive to a wider range of citizens (and
residents), and beyond the inherent benefits of enabling people to gain a modicum of control over their
own work activity through cooperative decision-making, an economy of self-managing firms could probably bring some benefit in regard to pollution and
emissions. Even if these firms remain committed to
making a profit and to continuing growth, self-managing workers would likely attend to the local conditions
in which they work and aim to rectify any pernicious
impacts on their health and well-being. While current
owners and top managers often live at a distance from
places of production, the workers generally cannot do
so. They and the communities of which they are a part
are directly affected by the forms of energy used, as
well as by pollution, waste, and other by-products of
work processes.
Turning to the democratic deficit in global governance, one modest improvement would be to give
the public some voice or input into decision-making,
using the criterion that those deeply affected by the
policies of these institutions should have an opportunity to express and clarify their own needs and to
monitor the impact of these policies on their own economic and social human rights (as well as on civil and
political ones).15 In the application to climate change,
we can expect that opportunities for democratic input
of this sort would call more attention than at present
to the urgent needs for mitigation and adaptation in
many developing countries.
BEYOND THE DUAL CRISIS: FROM CLIMATE CHANGE TO DEMOCRATIC CHANGE
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The mention of human rights should remind us,
too, that democracy in its deep sense is not only a
matter of voting or even participation. It must also be
framed by the recognition of human rights, both moral
and legal (as often embodied in constitutions or covenants). Further, this broad set of human rights should
serve not only as constraints on official action, but as
goals for developing policies to fulfill them. Prominent
among these rights are economic ones—to means of
subsistence and an adequate level of well-being, along
with education and health, as social rights.
Some have suggested that we need to recognize a
right to an adequate environment (sufficient to maintain well-being) as among the human rights.16 Whether it is introduced as a formal right or not, it is clear
that the present level of emissions and the deleterious climate changes those emissions are producing
violate several other existing human rights, including
the security of the person, health, and, in some cases,
economic subsistence and even life itself. This impact
on human rights provides yet another motivation for
urgently addressing climate change beyond those already discussed.
Finally, we can go a step further in our efforts to
deepen democracy. This would involve bringing in a
Deweyan notion of democracy as a way of life. To have
a democratic character (or a democratic personality,
as I called it previously17) requires increasing our capacities for both agency and receptivity (or listening),
along with our empathic abilities. It would require a
transformation from competitive to more cooperative
ways of being, both in informal relations and in broader social and political contexts. It is possible, too, that
these transformations in our habits and outlook—particularly a new emphasis on receptivity—would help
make us more responsive to nature and to our interactions with it, as well as with other human beings. Certainly, this sort of opening to both nature and to the
needs of others is something we need to work toward,
to preserve both nature’s own capacities and its ability
to sustain human beings going forward.
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The Root Cause of Climate
Change?
By CHR I ST O PH E R U HL

O

n the surface, the cause of climate change is
easy to explain. We are pumping heat-trapping gases into the atmosphere and this is
causing Earth to heat up with potentially
catastrophic consequences. But why, with full awareness of what is happening, do we continue to abuse
our planetary atmosphere, thereby jeopardizing our
very survival as a species? This is not easy to explain.
There must be a reason, right? Our behaviors and
actions are invariably the result of our beliefs—our
story—about who we are and our purpose for being.
And this, it turns out, has everything to do with climate change. For example, imagine what it would be
like if each of us understood that our purpose, our
central mission, in life was to express gratitude, love,
and kindness, not just toward each other, but for everything—breath, rock, soil, sun, moon, moth, meadow, mussel. Can you conjure an image of what such
a world would be like and would feel like? Does it offer you a sense of calm and well-being? Clearly, if we
had been living in this story of deep relatedness over
the past hundred years, we wouldn’t be facing climate
chaos today.
But our story is different. We knowingly continue
to exploit and abuse Earth’s animals and plants and
soil and water and atmosphere because we experience
ourselves as distinctly separate from Earth. After all,
would you abuse something or someone you truly
CHRISTOPHER UHL

cherished? No. Abuse occurs when there is an absence
of relationship, absence of care, absence of love; it occurs when we live in a state of alienation. A father who
abuses his child is disconnected—alienated—from that
child; a CEO of a multi-national company that abuses
land and water is alienated from his Mother, Earth; the
crew of an ocean trawler that bulldozes the ocean floor
to harvest shrimp is alienated from the wonders of the
sea; government leaders who wage war are alienated
from human life.
On the surface it is this story of separation that
leads to such abusive behaviors but, still, this begs the
question: Why have we become so separate, so alienated, so divorced from Mother Earth? What’s at the
root of our separation? Elementary psychology offers
an answer: The chaotic world that we humans are
creating is a reflection (“projection,” in psychological
terms) of our inner psychic worlds. Said differently:
Our separation from Earth is a manifestation of a tragic separation—think, alienation—from ourselves. This
self-alienation manifests in four realms: emotion,
body, mind, and soul.
ALIENATION FROM OUR EMOTIONS

Pause for a moment and note what happens when
you take in the enormity of the unfolding climate crisis. What are your thoughts? Even more important,
how do your thoughts leave you feeling? Confused,
anxious, angry, guilty, hopeless, ashamed, bereft? Or
THE ROOT CAUSE OF CLIMATE CHANGE?
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perhaps what you mostly “feel” is a pervading sense of
numbness? This wide range of emotional response is
surprising.

Our abuse of Earth’s body is rooted, to a
significant degree, in our abuse—our alienation
from—our own bodies.
More serious and noteworthy, however, is our fear
of our own feelings. We need to be able to draw upon
an emotional response to climate change, yet our culture conditions us in subtle and not-so-subtle ways to
believe that emotions cannot be trusted and will get us
into trouble. In school we are often taught to separate
our knowing and thinking from our feelings, our head
from our heart, our mind from our feeling bodies. Given this conditioning, it is not surprising that many
of us have come to see our emotions as an encumbrance—something that can cause embarrassment
and that must be held in check. Indeed, in most homes
and schools, the messages young people receive, explicitly or implicitly, sound like: if you are feeling
bubbly, calm down; if you are feeling depressed, take
a pill; if you are feeling sad, get over it; if you are feeling angry, get yourself under control; if you are feeling
afraid, rise above it.
But our emotions are an important part of us. They
are our responses to the world around us as well as to
our thoughts and beliefs. Charles Darwin recognized
that the capacity of human beings to experience a wide
range of emotions is critical to our survival. Just as the
armor plates of the armadillo help it survive, so, too,
our capacity to feel and express emotions contributes
to our survival. Emotions act as catalysts, inviting us to
know ourselves, each other, and the world more fully.
Imagine this scene: You are seated in a circle with
ten other people. You have gathered to mourn the
wounds that humans are inflicting on Earth. In the
center are a stone, an empty bowl, a sturdy stick, and
some dry leaves. Each has been chosen to evoke a distinct emotion: the dry leaves for sadness; the stick for
anger; the stone for fear; the bowl for emptiness. You
begin in silence, allowing your gaze to fall on each of
the four objects. Then, a young man named Ray moves
to the center and, cradling the bowl in his hands,
speaks of the emptiness and hopelessness that is overwhelming him: “I want to do something to stop this
climate mess but nothing I do will make a difference;
it’s already too late,” he laments. Then, he grabs the
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thick stick and shaking it fiercely, shouts, repeated,
“We’re fucked…We’re fucked…We’re fucked …” When
his anger subsides, the others simply say, “We hear
you.” After a time, a mother holding her newborn son
moves to the center and picks up the stone, a symbol
of her fear: “Look at this child; can you see his innocence, his goodness; this is what each of us is! This is
what Earth, our Mother, is… And then her voice cracks
and she sobs her lament of fear: “I am so, so afraid for
my baby; he didn’t ask for this broken world. Oh God,
why have we done this to him, to us?” In time, others
move to the center to speak.
This truth-telling council was conceived by
eco-psychologist Joanna Macy.1 She did it knowing
that we have been conditioned to regard emotions like
sadness, anger, fear, and emptiness as downers; but
as Macy notes, if you can’t feel profound sadness, your
capacity to feel profound joy will be proportionately
muted. Indeed, our capacity to speak of the sadness
we feel for Earth’s wounds is rooted in our capacity to
love Earth. It is the same with the anger we feel. This
anger is a reflection of our passion for healing. And
the vulnerability of the mother to voice her fear is an
expression of her trust in herself and those other truth
speakers in the circle. Even the emptiness symbolized
by the bowl can be seen as a reminder that empty space
offers opportunities for something new and more life
affirming to emerge.
Connecting with our emotions is critical in this
time of climate chaos for the simple reason that our
emotions move us. And it is time to move, to act. The
first step is to publicly speak the unspeakable—namely, that our current worldwide model of never-ending
growth, expanding consumption, and ever-widening
inequity is life denying, soulless, and heartbreakingly
immoral.
Our old story tells us to hush our emotions, hush
our voices. That’s not working very well. Our new story says it’s time to come out; time to be real, alive, and
vulnerable with each other; time to trust our feelings
and give voice to them.
ALIENATION FROM OUR PHYSICAL BODIES

If you are like most people in America today, you
are probably a bit repulsed by dirt, and you don’t like
being “dirty.” But what if we were to eschew our cultural conditioning and simply understand that dirt is
the skin of Earth and, in so doing, acknowledge that it
is dirt that is the source of all the minerals and nutrients that make up each of our bodies? Indeed, we are
THE ROOT CAUSE OF CLIMATE CHANGE?
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each an animated constellation of Earth’s minerals,
Earth’s waters, Earth’s energies.
Our body and the body of Earth are one and the
same. As your liver cells, skin cells, and muscle cells
are to you, so you are to Earth. When you stand, you
are literally Earth standing; and when you walk, you
are Earth walking. Being an Earthling is our primary identity. Each of our bodies is an appendage of the
grand and nurturing body that is Mother Earth.
But it’s easy to forget this, especially when so
many spend lives separate from Earth, living in large
artificial boxes—houses, offices, cars, classrooms—
preoccupied with smaller boxes—televisions, computers, cell phones. Dazzled by speed and innovation, we
easily overlook the fundamental miracle of our very
existence. But consider that our every breath is given
to us by Mother Earth. We don’t have to pay for each
breath; it simply comes to us freely, as a gift. This is no
less true for each sip of water, each morsel of food—all
gifts given freely to us from the body of Earth. That so
many of us live, day-to-day, oblivious to this is a reflection of the magnitude of our separation from Earth.
Our abuse of Earth’s body is rooted, to a significant degree, in our abuse—our alienation from—our
own bodies. From this it follows that we can’t overcome our abusive relationship with the body of Earth,
including Earth’s atmosphere, until we learn to love
our own bodies, just as they are.
And how might we do this? Begin by considering
how you treat people whom you love? You delight in
them; you respect them; you listen to them; you care
for them; you see deeply into them, knowing that they
are beautiful and wondrous and worthy, through and
through.
Now, imagine experiencing your own body in this
way—i.e., as your beloved! See yourself standing naked
before a full-length mirror, beholding yourself, fully
accepting, embracing, and delighting in your body,
just as it is. Imagine lovingly touching all those previously censored parts—the weird freckle, the pointy
nose, the crooked tooth, the scarred stomach, the
droopy eye, the fleshy thighs, the skinny arms. Picture
yourself cherishing each part as one of your unique
and wonderful distinguishing characteristics.
And rather than an isolated experience, see yourself gradually coming home to your body, day by day.
Greeting yourself in the mirror each morning with an
open, easy smile, free of judgment; beholding yourself
with compassionate eyes; offering gratitude to your
body for all that it does for you—your magnificent kidCHRISTOPHER UHL

neys filtering, flushing; your heart beating, enlivening;
your lungs connecting you with Earth’s cycles; your digestive organs, transforming Earth’s bounty into new
skin, new hair, new blood, new you.
Now, take a final
Neuro-physiologists step and imagine yourhave confirmed that the self walking completely naked, in a secluded
cranial brain is not the woodland, your bare
only seat of intelligence in feet pressing down
into the moist living
our bodies.
flesh of Earth—two
bodies—yours and Earth’s commingling, two lovers
acknowledging each other in blissful union.
This, too, is part of the new story that climate
change is inviting us to grow into. This story tells us
that it is our vulnerability—our willingness to accept
ourselves just as we are—that makes us truly beautiful.
And the good news is this: Once we are able to accept
and love our bodies as unique and beautiful expressions of the body of Earth—it will become nearly impossible for us, ever again, to abuse our larger body,
Mother Earth. Yes, this is the good news. But, my, do
we have a long way to go!
ALIENATION FROM OUR DEEP KNOWING

Have you ever heard the expression, “Human beings are really just brains on a stick?” In this view, our
bodies are simply attachments that our heads have to
take care of by feeding, medicating, grooming, resting,
and so forth. This head-centric view of identity conjures the often-quoted dictum of René Descartes: “I
think, therefore I am.” For Descartes, our core identity
rested in our head—but today, this “brain on a stick”
view is increasingly seen as hopelessly naïve. Neuro-physiologists have confirmed that the cranial brain
is not the only seat of intelligence in our bodies. Indeed, aside from a “heart brain,” we have a “gut brain”
(often referred to as the “enteric brain”) that perceives,
thinks, remembers, and communicates continuously
with the cranial brain. While our cranial brain is dense
lump of neural tissue located in the bowl of our skull,
the enteric brain is a diffuse, complex neural network
centered in the pelvic bowl.
Unlike the cranial brain, the enteric brain is relationship/feeling based, as evidenced in expressions
like, “I have a gut feeling about it.” Our cranial brain is
good at reasoning, dealing with abstractions, acquiring knowledge, and offering perspective; but it appears that we may need our enteric-body brain to inTHE ROOT CAUSE OF CLIMATE CHANGE?
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tegrate and achieve deeper knowing. Said differently,
your head brain is designed to analyze and control the
world; your enteric brain is designed to make sense
of and harmonize with the world. Control and harmony are opposites. Control imposes top-down order;
harmony creates conditions in which all parts of the
world can operate in accord with each other. As Phillip
Shepherd points out in New Self, New World, many
past cultures had ready access to the enteric brain,
and vestiges of this connection are still apparent today. 2 For example, in Chinese medicine, the human
belly is known as “the palace of the mind.” Similarly,
the Japanese word for belly, “hara,” signifies the center of one’s being—i.e., the place where one’s deepest
truth resides. Even today in Japan they say, “She has
a well-developed belly,” whereas we might say, “She is
level headed.”
While it is true that our cranial brain excels when
it comes to reasoning, we easily forget that reason is of
no use when it comes to some of the most important
things in life. For example, you can’t reason your way
into love, nor can you use reason to coax yourself to
live in the present moment. Likewise, reason will be of
no use to you if you seek to learn how to listen to the
world through your body. But develop access to your
enteric-body brain, and you come into relationship to
the present. Think of it as akin to riding on a surfboard,
your body’s sensitivities serving as a resonator allowing you to be in conversation with the ocean’s waves.
As we develop a belly-centered integrated intelligence,
we will come to see ourselves not as separate—apart
from—but as connected—a part of Earth; and, when
it comes to climate change, this deep knowing could
make all the difference.
Accessing Deep Knowing. In its most elemental
formulation, human intelligence manifests as sensitivity. This sensitivity comes in many forms. Perhaps
you are sensitive to numbers or rhythm or color or
patterns or bird song or soil or subtle energies; these
are all forms of intelligence! Indeed, when we live exclusively in our heads, as is so common today, we are
only aware of—sensitive to—our thoughts, living in a
kind of mental prison.
Consider that our climate crisis is, in part, an outcome of cutting off our head intelligence from our
body intelligence. But we need not be doomed. We
have all been born with an enteric brain that has an
innate ability to attune to and be informed by the messages from the world outside of our skulls—messages
that are available to us in every moment. This is the
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gift that our enteric brain offers us once we learn to
regain access to it.
As a way to begin to explore this dormant potentiality, pause now and bring your awareness to your head.
This is easy because our awareness usually resides up
there, in “headquarters.” Now bring the word “tree” to
mind. Your cranial brain treats “tree” as an abstraction that is separate from you. But to fully know “tree,”
you would have to somehow develop the sensitivity—
the intelligence—to experience it in an embodied way.
In other words, you would have to convert it from a
concept or idea in your head into a body sensation.
This is probably challenging for your cranial brain to
grasp in so far as it lacks the unique intelligence that
your enteric brain possesses—namely, the intelligence
to engage the world in an intuition-based realm that
lies beyond reason.
Here is a simple exercise to begin to integrate your
cranial brain with your enteric brain. Begin by taking
a minute to bring your attention to your breath. Then,
when you are ready, picture an elevator shaft that extends from your head, along the front of your spine,
all the way down to your pelvic bowl. Now, holding
the idea “tree” move your awareness from your head
down that elevator shaft, until it comes to rest at the
very base of your pelvis, the center of your being.
Don’t simply imagine this; rather, the task is to literally move your attention—your awareness—from your
head down your spine until your attention is firmly
rooted way down there in your pelvic bowl. Now, continuing to breathe slowly with your full awareness in
your pelvic floor, simply be attentive to any differences—any sensations—surrounding your experience of
“tree.” Be patient, breathe, relax, as you gently hold
you awareness in your pelvic bowl, open to any and all
sensations that arise as you move from thought to experience. As we learn to drop down into our body like
this, we begin to integrate our pelvic intelligence with
our cranial intelligence, moving away from separation
and toward harmony with the world.
Climate chaos is upon us, in part, because we have
lost access to our body-brain. Locked in our head, our
thinking has become detached from our being. We
will not resolve this crisis by relying on the command
and control strategies issuing from our heads. Do this
and we remain stuck, constantly doing, organizing,
controlling, planning, strategizing, fixing. Might it be,
instead, that the way forward is to recognize that our
body, via our enteric brain, is uniquely designed to
be in communication and harmony, not just with our
THE ROOT CAUSE OF CLIMATE CHANGE?
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cranial brain, but with the grand intelligence that is
Earth? This, too, is part of the new story that climate
change invites us to consider.
ALIENATION FROM OUR HIGHER PURPOSE

Who are you? Why are you here? Whether you
are twenty or fifty or eighty, when was the last time
you gave these fundamental questions serious consideration? Do you spend time with your family and
friends pondering these questions? If not, join the
club. Indeed, in our culture we are told that these are
philosophical questions without answers and so it is
not worth spending too much time on them. Instead,
it makes more sense simply to accept our culture’s
teachings in these matters.
And what is our culture’s story about who we are
and why we are here? Well, first we are conditioned
to believe that we are skin-encapsulated egos—we are
each an “I” separate from every other “I.” No surprise,
then, that when it comes to the purpose of life, our culture has programmed us to believe we’re here to be
successful, and this usually means standing out, winning, achieving, getting ahead. To achieve this kind of
success, we are socialized to ignore—even to disparage—the idea that each of us has a higher purpose and
that we are here to give the world something that is
uniquely ours to offer. Express this publicly and we are
told, “Those are nice thoughts but let’s face it, they’re
just not practical and, my gosh, if everyone thought
that way, we’d be done for!”
The result: By the
our climate crisis is, in time we reach “adulthood,” we unwittingly
part, an outcome of cutting understand our life
off our head intelligence purpose as simply
from our body intelligence. working a job to make
money so that we can
be secure and happy. But as you probably already
know, this recipe is hollow. Our real purpose—our
genuine mission in life—is not to get rich working at
a soulless job, and genuine happiness has little to do
with amassing possessions.
There is a Native American story that describes our
purpose in a different way. It came to pass one day,
many moons ago, that the Great Spirit called together one representative from each of Earth’s creatures.
When all the creatures had assembled, the Great Spirit
asked each to step forward and declare his/her purpose
for being. Deer—a four-legged—went first, declaring
that she was put on Earth to run lithely through the
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forest and to participate in life’s great cycles of birthing and dying. Then came earthworm, who declared
that his purpose was to mix and aerate and fertilize
Earth’s soil. Next was a two-winged, who explained
that her purpose was to dine on Earth’s fruits and in
so doing to transport seeds over the land. And so it
went, each being having utter clarity as to its purpose
until the very end, when there was just one creature
who had not spoken. It was the human, a two-legged.
Timidly, he stepped forward and after stammering for
a time, ashamedly confessed that he did not know his
purpose. This admission astonished all the other creatures. Finally, the Great Spirit addressed the human
with these words: “Don’t you know, beloved, that your
purpose—the reason you are here—is to glory in the
wonder of it all. Your purpose is to see the utter miracle and majesty of life and in so doing to dwell in gratitude and love for all that is!”
This story affirms that the simple fact that we have
been born out of Earth is testimony to our worthiness;
that we belong; that we have a right to be here; that we
are enough just as we are. And that our “job” is simply
to love ourselves, to love each other, and to love our
home. That this is what the world calls us to—what our
souls call us to. And that there are as many ways of
doing this as there are beating human hearts.
In the classic rendering of Joseph Campbell’s Hero’s Journey, the hero leaves the comfort of home and
steps into the unknown, facing harrowing ordeals.
Consider that today’s climate crisis represents the unknown (in the form of challenging ordeals) for all of
us. Our willingness to face these challenges will be a
measure of our character, our aliveness, and our humanity, as well as the determinant of our legacy, for
better or worse, to future generations.
There is no doubt that Planet Earth will survive
this ordeal—her climate has changed many times over
the past 4.5 billion years—but the prognosis for our
species is far from certain. Yes, we, too, have now become an “endangered species.”
Our future, for better or worse, will be determined
by the stories we live by. If we continue to live in our
old story of alienation and abuse, then this story will
dictate our fate. But there is new story that we can
choose! This new story is grounded in the belief that
healing is possible; that a more beautiful world is possible; that our highest calling in life is not separation,
but connection; not abuse, but nurturing; not alienTHE ROOT CAUSE OF CLIMATE CHANGE?
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ation, but love; and that genuine success is not about
taking, but giving; not about mindless rushing, but
mindful presence; not about dominating, but serving.
When we are attuned to this soulful story, we see that
climate chaos, for all its horrors, is an opportunity to
move beyond our current adolescent behaviors and
to birth ourselves as full-fledged nurturing adults! In
this light, climate chaos might even be interpreted as
Earth’s way of directing our attention to our childish
ways. In this vein, it is important to acknowledge that
just as a human mother might boot a disrespectful,
selfish adolescent out of her home, so might Mother
Earth give us the proverbial boot if we don’t shape up
and grow up.
If there is to be a new story for us, I am certain
that love will be nested at its center. It all comes down
to love, doesn’t it? Isn’t love our deepest and highest
calling? Isn’t love why we are here! And if so, might
the way forward be to transform the horror story that
is climate chaos into a love story that begins with our
coming home to ourselves. How? By honoring and
respecting our emotions, our physical bodies, our intuitive intelligence and our higher purpose; and in so
doing, coming to honor and respect the planet that has
birthed us into being, Mother Earth.

Christopher Uhl is Professor of Biology at Penn State University. He is
author of two books: Developing Ecological Consciousness: The End
of Separation; and Teaching as if Life Matters: The Promise of a New
Education Culture. Visit Uhl’s personal website at www.chrisuhl.net
and his teaching website at http://www.personal.psu.edu/cfu1/.
Notes
1. J. Macy and M. Brown, Coming Back to Life: Practices to Reconnect, Our Lives, Our
World (Gabriola Island, BC, Canada: New Society Publishers, 1998).
2. P. Shepherd, New Self, New World: Recovering Our Senses in the Twenty-First Century (Berkeley, CA: North Atlantic Books, 2010).
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How to Walk on the Earth
By JEF F G RY G N Y

With their power to slow us down, awaken our
senses, and bring background details into vivid relief, body practices should be recognized as essential
techniques for cultivating environmental awareness.
WALKING

You are walking, rather slowly and deliberately.
Your attention is on the sensations of your feet contacting the ground: heel, sole, toes; shifting your weight,
lifting, swinging your leg, and so on. You’re conscious
of the texture under your feet; your body’s weight; the
ever-present pull of gravity and the balance of forces
keeping you upright. Your attention is just occupied
enough to stay with your simple sensations. As you
walk, steadily, calmly, you become more aware of little
details that normally escape your notice, like the volume of the space you’re moving through; little noises
in the environment; the gentle patter of rain outside;
the cool, moist air on your face and hands; the muted
shadows; the soft gray light.
You’re doing mindful walking, a moving contemplation practiced by Buddhist monks for over two millennia. Your hands are lightly clasped at the level of
your sternum, your gaze is softly focused and directed
slightly downward. You don’t feel particularly spiritual— it’s just walking. Yet your experience feels fresh,
simple, and ordinary. Paradoxically, narrowing down
our attention to immediate sensations opens our sensJEFF GRYGNY

es to appreciate details of things that are always there,
but usually recede into the background in the press
and push of our busy lives.
Practices that engage the body and mind, such as
mindfulness, yoga, and others, are often valued for
stress reduction, fitness, and so on. Some people regard them as profoundly spiritual, but they are not
commonly considered to be ecological practices. Here I
want to suggest that, with their power to slow us down,
awaken our senses, and bring background details into
vivid relief, body practices could—and should—be recognized as essential techniques for cultivating environmental awareness in a distracted world.
GRANDMOTHER EARTH

Progress in preserving the Earth seems heartbreakingly slow; despite decades of passionate, dedicated effort and substantial gains, precious habitats
are still being destroyed, species diversity still declines, and the root causes—rampant industrialism
and reliance on carbon-based energy—continue at a
terrifying rate. Many explanations have been offered
for the glacial pace of our collective response to the environmental crisis: from the short-term profit motive,
to the Western objectification of nature, to a hardwired human inability to respond to long-term consequences. It seems difficult for our civilization as a
whole to see the natural world as having value in itself.
In his 1967 essay “The Historical Roots of Our EcologHOW TO WALK ON THE EARTH
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ic Crisis,” Lynn White, Jr., wrote, “What we do about
our ecology depends on our ideas of the man-nature
relationship.”1 He traced the problem back to the Judeo-Christian injunction that man should subdue nature. But whatever the root cause or causes may be, it
seems clear that the business end of the “developed
world” sees nature not as being full of living entities
with their own values and needs, but as inert material
for human consumption—at best, pretty scenery for
our complicated human dramas. In former times we
spoke of “Mother Nature”; now, in the newly dubbed
Anthropocene epoch, like no other period in human
history, we live with so many artificial layers between
us and our natural environments that it is more apt
to call her grandmother: no longer the nurturing parent, she is removed from our daily lives and somewhat
inconvenient; nice to visit on holidays, perhaps a bit
feeble, and easy to forget about.
ENCOUNTER WITH A SPIDER

Ecological philosopher David Abrams has proposed an original explanation for our collective environmental sleepwalking. His resumé is unique: a
former stage magician who was studying the use of
illusions by traditional shamanic healers, he initially
didn’t have much interest in ecology. On the island
of Bali, on one of his many excursions in the countryside, he found himself forced to spend a night in
a volcanic rock cave, trapped by a sudden monsoon.
With little else to do, he became transfixed by the purposeful activity of a spider spinning its web across the
cave’s mouth. This experience was his introduction to
the power that an encounter with a living creature has,
as he put it, to “instill a reverberation in oneself that
temporarily shatters habitual ways of seeing and feeling, leaving one open to a world all alive, awake, and
aware.”2

body
practices
could—and
should—be
recognized as essential techniques for cultivating
environmental awareness in a distracted world.
Abram’s newly awakened sensitivity (combined
with his exceptionally game attitude) led him to profoundly moving interactions with the wild that most
of us can scarcely imagine. But when he returned to
the United States and resumed normal life, he was
dismayed to find his vivid rapport with the natural
world fading: “my bodily senses seemed to be losing
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their acuteness, becoming less awake,” and further,
“it became apparent that other animals were not as
awake and aware as I thought.”3 Abram became convinced that there is something seriously wrong with
the modern perception of nature. The non-human life
of the Earth, he concluded, “can be perceived and experienced with far more intensity and nuance than is
generally acknowledged in the West.”4
How did we collectively lose this intimate experience of nature? This is not a casual question: Abram
suggests it may be at the root of our environmental crisis, and may contain the only solution to it. In his book
The Spell of the Sensuous, he presents an intriguing
hypothesis: he links “nature blindness” to the practice
of alphabetic writing. While pictographic scripts like
Chinese, Mayan, and Ancient Egyptian refer to natural forms, the Greek alphabet—not to mention the
Roman characters you are reading now—reference
only the phonemes of human speech, creating an abstract, exclusively human world. Abram compellingly
cites studies of oral cultures to show that their speech
is inextricably bound with non-human life forms and
the landscapes that they inhabit. Non-literate peoples,
he suggests, experience nature immediately, personally, and intimately: a mode sometimes designated by
the term “animism.” It is exceedingly difficult,” Abram
writes, “for us literates to experience anything approaching the vividness and intensity with which surrounding nature presents itself to the members of an
indigenous oral community.”5 When we began to write
and read, Abram claims, “The participatory proclivity
of the senses was simply transferred from the depths
of the surrounding life-world to the visible letters of
the alphabet.”6 When we read, we unconsciously endow the abstract shapes of letters with an uncanny life,
coming to our minds as voices and images, appropriating the vitality with which humans formerly perceived
the natural world.
BODY KNOWLEDGE

Whether or not we embrace Abram’s explanation,
it is beyond question that modern scientific knowledge
has erected its powerful framework by systematically distancing itself from immediate experience. René
Descartes supported the scientific revolution with his
forceful argument that true knowledge (and the power over the material world that it entails) requires us
to reject the colorful, tactile, and smelly world of the
senses in favor of measurable quantities: size, speed,
weight, distance, etc. On this philosophical basis, the
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image of the universe as an immense machine was established: the antithesis of Abram’s animate nature.
We now live in the world created by science, and our
experience is more mediated than ever, relying not
only on written words, but on pixel-generated letters
on glowing screens, to tell each other exclusively human stories incessantly. It is ironic that environmentalists often rely on the power of their abstract, afterthe-fact data alone to communicate with the public,
neglecting the very sensory and emotional experiences that motivate their love of nature. Learned papers
on environmental ethics, the charts and graphs of climatologists, and weighty scientific reports somehow
fail to move the general public to demand action from
legislators, while researchers across disciplines tell us
that political action is more often motivated by emotions, narratives, and symbols than by rational arguments.
So what can be done? If
it now may be time to our official knowledge, our
technology, and our comconsciously integrate
munications media cona more archaic mode stantly envelop us in a disof perception into our tanced, de-natured human
world, is it any wonder it is
experience
so difficult to see, in Aldo
Leopold’s phrase, “the land as a community to which
we belong”?7 Abram advocates re-appropriating writing, using it to tell stories that speak from the voice
of rich, full-bodied experience to situate us back on
Earth. His virtuosic word-performances, especially in
his second book On Becoming Animal, practice what
he preaches: they transfigure landscapes, birds, and
even such neglected phenomena as shadows and the
moods of weather into lyrical pictures of a re-enchanted world.
But not everyone has the time and means to travel
to remote wildernesses and commune with aboriginal shamans. Could there be a more direct and radical (in the sense of “at the root”) way to reconnect
with the vivid, feeling-rich experience of the land that
our non-literate relations have enjoyed? Fortunately, there may very well be a way to awaken our senses that is near at hand and easily afforded. There is a
great reservoir of such knowledge that humankind has
amassed over centuries of civilization: I am speaking
of body cultivation techniques, whether mindfulness,
yoga, Taoist-inspired practices such as t’ai chi and
martial arts, and modern therapeutic practices such as
Feldencrais Awareness through Movement, the AlexJEFF GRYGNY

ander Technique, and Body Mind Centering. Performing artists, whose medium is the body, have developed
a wide spectrum of techniques designed to get them
“out of their heads and into the space.” Body knowledge might just give us a ready way to transform our
perception of the natural world; after all, if it is good
to invoke the living Earth in writing, how much more
powerful to summon it into experience with practices
designed to bring us down from the heady clouds of
abstraction and into the vivid, chattering world of life?
As Abram himself put it: “Huge centralized programs,
global initiatives, and other ‘top down’ solutions will
never suffice to restore and protect the health of the
animate Earth. For it is only at the scale of our direct,
sensory interactions with the land around us that we
can appropriately notice and respond to the immediate needs of the living world.”8 To understand precisely how body practices are the royal road to rediscovering our primal experience of nature, we must follow
Abram into the sometimes surreal world of phenomenology.
THE WORLD AS FLESH

Simply put, phenomenologists are philosophers
who investigate subjective experience. They discipline
themselves to pay attention to things that we normally
ignore—which can lead to some very strange observations. For instance: since our two eyes sit next to
each other on the front of our face, they create a sort
of illuminated area surrounded by unseeable dark, as
if we were continuously wearing shadowy hoods we
can never remove— see for yourself! In the course of
everyday life, our minds fill in such perceptual gaps;
only studied observation can uncover what was never
really hidden. Phenomenology reveals that perception
is fluid, subtle, and malleable: your attention can shift
in an instant from touch to sound to sight; from the
itch in the middle of your back to the sound of a sudden movement in your room, to the sight of a moth
fluttering around the lamp. We are so accustomed to
this effortless fluidity, we don’t usually appreciate how
miraculous it is.
The French phenomenologist Maurice Merleau-Ponty is generally recognized to be the premiere
philosopher of perception and the body. Not as famous
(or as gloomy) as his friends and collaborators JeanPaul Sartre and Simone de Beauvoir, he was a model of
the public intellectual, engaged in science, medicine,
education, and politics. In his writings Merleau-Ponty returns again and again (as Abram does after him)
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with a sense of wonder to the uncanny fact that our
bodies, with their multiple sensory organs, bring the
world into being around us without our having to
think about it; our senses are “pre-reflective,” and our
bodies, in fact, are the necessary precondition of our
being able to think at all. He called this base, elemental level of experience “a mystery without a solution,”
“savage being,” “a world more ancient than thought.”
In his later writings, he proposed a poetic term for this
seamless dynamic fabric of the perceptual world: he
called it “la chair,” or “the flesh,” as though our eyes,
ears, and skin actually form one unbroken continuity
with the world, which comes into being in the interaction of perceiver and perceived. In almost erotic terms,
he describes how the senses and the world embrace
and caress one another in a pre-reflective pas de deux:
“It is my gaze which pairs off with color, and my hand
with hardness and softness. The sensible gives back to
me what I lent to it, but this is what I took from it in
the first place…I abandon myself to it and plunge into
this mystery, it ‘thinks itself within me’”9
At this base level of perception, Abram affirms,
“we are all animists.” From this perspective, “detached
observation” is actually impossible: just as the world
is available for us to perceive, so we are available for
the world; it’s a two-way street. “The body,” as Abram
succinctly phrases it, “is precisely my insertion in the
common or intersubjective field of experience.”10 For
Merleau-Ponty, participation in a living universe is
our body’s natural performance: only after a long process of dissociation have we come to experience ourselves as entirely separate, isolated selves.
Abram’s story of writing as the beginning of our
nature-blindness is (as he acknowledges) just one
facet of an overdetermined set of historical developments; one could as easily point to agriculture, mathematics, clock-time, and bureaucracy as milestones in
humans’ gradual disenchantment of nature. And while
each of these developments has brought benefits that
we would not want to live without (with the possible
exception of bureaucracy), it now may be time to consciously integrate a more archaic mode of perception
into our experience: to remember our bodies as inseparable from the natural world. Taoist scholar and
ecological thinker James Miller makes this point very
bluntly:
The body, then, should be the site par excellence for environmentalism as a social movement. In fact, I would go so far as to say that
the failure of the environmental movement
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can be attributed largely to the way it perpetuates the type of dichotomous reasoning that
precipitated humankind’s divorce from nature
in the first place. As long as environmentalists
urge others to respect, heal, or value nature as
an object beyond the hermetically-sealed walls
of their bodies, they subtly and unconsciously
reinforce the absolute separation of the mind
from the world.11
COMING TO OUR SENSES

Body knowledge is an ancient part of our human
heritage: the earliest literate civilizations created exercises explicitly to connect practitioners with a kind
of primordial experience, whether Tao, Brahman, or
Buddha nature. In modern times, various savants
have developed body practices out of a perceived
need for a habitually disembodied culture to “come
to its senses.” In the past few decades performing
artists have adopted a whole spectrum of techniques
to ground themselves “in the moment” where creativity occurs. Since all these diverse practices work
with attention and the body, they all have the power to awaken a sensory, aesthetic, and emotional
pre-reflective relationship with the natural world.
1. Asian self-cultivation techniques
Asia has produced the most sophisticated somatic
disciplines, with numerous distinguished lineages literally going back millennia. Taoist sages sought to return to a native pre-civilized wisdom; the practices of
Taoist and Neo-Confucian traditions include t’ai chi,
chi kung, martial arts, and other highly refined techniques. They were part of the culture’s highest ideals;
their goal was explicitly described by Neo-Confucian
sage Wang Yangming as “becoming one body with
all things.” In feudal Japan this ideal was codified as
shugyo: “self-cultivation;” contemplative disciplines
were considered essential for the cultured person;
they were practiced by artists, warriors, and courtiers
alike. Combining mindfulness with indigenous Shinto
animism, yamabushi monks practiced vigorous moving meditation in the mountain wilderness. The arts
of yoga developed in India as a similar cultural ideal;
in recent times, the postures of hatha yoga have become extraordinarily popular throughout the world
for the sake of fitness; their original goal was to allow
the yogin to realize the identity of the soul and the
divine. It’s worth mentioning that traditionally yogis
practiced in the forest, removed from the cultural conHOW TO WALK ON THE EARTH
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straints of caste and karma, while the Hindu ideals of
non-violence and rebirth offer a view of humans on
the same level as other life forms. And of course, many
of the codified forms of traditional body practices get
their names from features of nature: birds, mammals,
snakes, the sun and moon, et cetera. Buddhist mindfulness was developed as a countermeasure to some of
the yogis’ more extreme asceticism; Buddhist meditators cultivate “bare attention” in the present moment.
With an attitude of maitri (“loving-kindness”) towards
one’s self and all beings, their ethos of gentle precision
has definite environmental applications.
These three broadly defined traditions—Taoist,
Hindu, and Buddhist—all begin with the body. In particular, they place great emphasis on the breath, one
of the fundamental background activities of animal
life. We normally breathe without thinking about it,
but we can also easily breathe deliberately; hence the
breath is a key support for cultivating body awareness. With its continuous rhythmic exchange between inner and outer, like a swinging door, awareness of our breath keeps us from ever completely
thinking of ourselves as separate from the world.
2. Somatic exercises
In the twentieth century, thoughtful people, recognizing the tremendous need for body knowledge
in Western culture, developed various systems of
“somatic” training (from the Greek sōma: body)
that have become accredited under their founder’s
names. Moshe Feldencrais developed his “Awareness
through Movement” technique when doctors told
him he would never walk again after an accident; a
trained engineer, he applied structural principles to
the muscular and skeletal systems to create a series
of exercises that gently encourage minute awareness
of body sensations. Similarly, Rudolf Laban, Frederick
Alexander, and Irmgard Bartenieff developed somatic
systems that have been variously employed in movement therapy, voice training, and kinesiology. More
recently, Bonnie Bainbridge-Cohen has taken somatic studies to a new level of sophistication: her “Body
Mind Centering,” part therapy, part pure research,
applies mindful attention to the body’s anatomical
systems to an almost superhuman level of precision.
3. Body knowledge in the performing arts
Most, if not all, of the above techniques have been
adopted by performing artists who, quick to recognize
that the freshest, most vital, performance happens
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“in the present moment,” have accumulated a great
store of practical body knowledge. Viola Spolin’s theater games have been a staple of acting classes for decades; Spolin used the “point of focus,” an improvisational premise, to get her students “out of your head,
into the space”(one of her favorite coaching phrases).
Tadashi Suzuki’s body-based actor training is taught
all over the world; Anne Bogart and Tina Landau’s
“Viewpoints” approach to theater and dance composition utilizes fundamental perceptual qualities such
as spatial relationships, rhythm, and topography to
create rich, interesting compositions; one of them,
“kinesthetic response,” plays on our body’s ability to
spontaneously react
to the feeling tone
Conservation actions…
of external stimuli.
are inherently embodied
While obviously some
and have similar power
artists explore the human/nature relationto awaken awareness and
ship in their work,
empathy with the nonthese
techniques
human world.
have yet to be widely appreciated for
their perception-changing ecological potential.
4. Conservation
Any of the practices above could be applied to
developing ecological awareness. But environmental
practice itself should also be recognized as a body discipline. The very acts of fieldwork—patient observation, measurement, identifying species, and the like—
require the same kind of precise, gentle attention as
yoga or Feldencrais practice. Conservation actions,
such as tagging animals, removing invasive species,
and land reclamation, are inherently embodied and
have similar power to awaken awareness and empathy
with the non-human world.12 You could say the same
for virtually any activity that puts us in touch with our
senses: as poet Gary Snyder wrote, “The same happens
to those who sail in the ocean, kayak fjords and rivers,
tend a garden, peel garlic, or even sit on a meditation
cushion. The point is to make intimate contact with
the real world, real self.”13
HOW SOMATIC PRACTICE TRANSFORMS PERCEPTION

When talking about “humans and nature” it’s easy
to forget that humans are nature. Our bodies are the
closest, most intimate experience of the natural world
we can possibly have: our rock-like bones, our windy
breath, our branching veins and nerves, the salt-sea
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tides of our blood that we have in common with all the
other vertebrates. Our sensing body pulses at the center
of our experiential world like a heart in a larger body;
it is by calling attention to our sensory enmeshment
in our environment that somatic practices re-awaken
our innate ability to experience nature, step by step.
1. Slowing down
Whether you are doing yoga, t’ai chi, mindful
breathing, or any other somatic practice, the first step
is to do the practice for its own sake, not toward some
future goal. The familiar movements of the practice
slow down your rushing mind, which is always thinking about the next thing. Attending to the details of
your body and breath opens up the realm of proprioception, sensing your own body. The precise, immediate sensations of gravity pulling your bones and
muscles; the subtle, balanced strength holding you
upright; the feeling of air moving in and out; these inward perceptions pull your attention into the present
moment.
By the spring’s edge
the tiny frog
glistens like new-cast bronze
2. Attending to details
As you become more familiar with your practice,
you can do it with less and less effort (a process known
to phenomenologists as “sedimentation”). The practice becomes second nature; this frees up your attention to notice ever-finer details of your experience:
how the soles of your feet feel on the ground; a tightness in the pit your stomach; the actual texture of your
breath; the fluidity of your joints as they release minor
tensions, and so forth.
Rippling circles
announce water striders
signaling their neighbors
3. Turning inside out
Not trying to achieve a specific goal, you become
more available to what is actually happening. Present and alert, you begin to notice things in your surroundings that normally recede into the background:
environmental sounds, the quality of light and shadow; the volume of space; the temperature of the air on
your skin. This is the “magic trick” of body practices:
directing your attention to one simple, rather boring
thing allows your attention to flip outward and naturally call the unseen into your field of attention. This
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perceptual shift is like yawning, falling asleep, or other
bodily functions: you let it happen rather than will it
to happen. When this occurs, the living, interdependent quality of the senses blooms into awareness: you
feel your body-self as the active center of a life-world
coming into being as your attention plays over it, foreground and background ever-shifting as some detail
or other grabs your notice. You hear the wind sighing
in the leaves, and the leaves and the wind summon
your ears to their sound; the sky calls your eyes to its
particular shade of blue; a stone may suddenly capture
your interest, impelling you to bend down and reach
for it; a minute motion in the corner of your eye calls
you to the presence of another life.
“There are no spirits here,” I say,
then freeze in the gaze
of an alert spider
4. Recognizing other minds
You become aware of yourself as an object for other
beings to perceive, as well: the robin boldly chattering
in your face; the snake whispering through the grass
as it tries to avoid you; the ladybug finding your jacket
a convenient landing pad; the moose calmly inspecting an interloper in her domain. Your sense of identity
subtly shifts from being a self-enclosed, self-possessing individual to an active element in a larger universe
of give and take: a detached observer no more, you
become keenly aware of your presence changing the
world and being changed by it.
Shocking, a midday
chorus of owls
sounds from the deep pines
5. Awakening empathy
Awareness of other beings, in their particularity
and in the moment, allows you the possibility of empathizing with them. They are not mere background;
it becomes obvious that they, too, are the centers of
their own life-worlds: your neighbors in a community
of beings. You can read their moods and intentions in
the details of their movements and sounds, as we can
sense each other’s moods by subtle changes in tone
and expression.
Traffic sound fades
When I tune my ears
to cricketsong
Starting from the ground of attending to the simple, ordinary sensations of your body, you have succeeded in changing your perception of nature from an
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irrelevant backdrop to a vibrant, fascinating life-world
full of music, drama, comedy, and spectacle. As you
practice more, this awareness becomes an ever-available option in the spectrum of experience.
A CULTURAL TECTONIC SHIFT

Western civilization has always had a tense relationship with both nature and the body: from Plato
through Augustine to Descartes and the mechanistic
worldview, “mind” (or “spirit”) has always been considered superior to “matter.” This bias hangs over
other oppositions, such as master/slave, male/female,
and civilized/savage; in a sense, we can say that the
“original sin” of the West has been to try and pretend
humans are not animals and that we (some of us, at
any rate) can somehow transcend the natural world.
To this day, nature is regarded as economic “material,” and the word “body” has very mixed connotations.
But there are hopeful signs that the antique prejudices are wearing out: the dawn of ecological awareness,
the Gaia hypothesis; the growing popularity of body
disciplines; inroads into recognizing animal emotions;
medicine gradually acknowledging the body as a feeling subject, and the acknowledgement of “embodied
cognition.”14 The mechanistic philosophy of the nineteenth century, though still in circulation, is wearing
thin in numerous places.
Upon close investigation, scientific objectivity
appears to be a specific style of embodiment—very
powerful, to be sure, but not useful for all purposes.
Science embraces a robust skepticism, questioning
both intuition and authority in search for knowledge
uncolored by emotional preferences. The early scientists had to defer the evidence of their immediate experience in order to discover that the sun, rather than
rising and setting under the Earth, is actually a huge
object that our planet is orbiting; or that bacteria, not
malevolent spirits, cause disease. Scientific knowledge
was laboriously carved, datum by datum, out of the
ancient world’s lore, doctrine, and naive experience.
It was a brilliant, heroic task—accomplished with a
certain degree of arrogance—and it has proven to be
powerful beyond the imagination of any humans who
have lived before us, revealing subatomic particles and
astrophysics, DNA and neural mapping. It has created the world we now inhabit. As we know, this amazing world has come with some hefty negative consequences that we as a species are still struggling to deal
with. Between answering emails, checking the Twitter
feed, and worrying about insurance plans, investment
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strategies, mortgage payments, philosophies, ideologies, politics, and thousands of other things happening in an abstract, human-made universe, our fellow
non-human co-inhabitants of the Earth recede to the
distant horizon of our life-world—if we notice them at
all.
It’s easy to dismiss body practices as just a nice
thing to do in our leisure time, to reduce stress and
maybe become more supple. But body knowledge is
our inheritance as human animals, and at this point
in history, we might actually need somatic practices—
with their power to slow down our busy minds and
give us access to the most intimate contact with nature
we possess—to recover that heritage. This kind of environmental perception isn’t nature worship or mysticism: it’s simply embracing a pre-scientific form of
knowing that is part of what it means to be born and
live on Earth as an animal body. We can value the experience without necessarily embracing ancient metaphysics or adopting the interpretations of indigenous
peoples. The task that presents itself to us, rather, is to
integrate experiential knowledge with all the marvelous scientific information we’ve accrued to develop a
truly twenty-first century ecological culture: a culture
that joins hard data about the natural world with our
innate emotional and aesthetic responses to the land
and the beings that live on it.
Recognizing the power of somatic practices to
awaken ecological perception could open up tremendous opportunities for new approaches to education,
advocacy, activism, ecotourism, and lobbying; a bit of
time spent with stakeholders doing yoga or Feldencrais in a natural setting could turn a site visit into a
vivid and personal realization of our kinship with all
life. Artists could create works blending their ecological experiences with current scientific knowledge to
transcend the arid conceptualism and self-reference
that marks so much contemporary art. Embracing our
status as animal bodies in the world could bring about
tectonic shifts in our culture, with profound implications for medicine, politics, philosophy, and spirituality. It would not be difficult to devise studies to put
body knowledge on a scientific footing; in fact, much
of the work is already underway, if scattered across
disciplines.
If the human species is to continue living on anything like the Earth we now know, body knowledge
will be an essential resource for, in Leopold’s phrase,
“building receptivity into the still unlovely human
mind”—to change our perception of the natural world
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from an afterthought to the kind of intense, meaningful experience that motivates us to preserve it.
Jeff Grygny is an independent writer and humanities generalist
interested in key intersections of philosophy, culture, science, and
spirituality. He has practiced Buddhism for over thirty years under
American and Tibetan teachers, and he has done research in body
practices. He is a playwright, a theater critic, a novelist, and a former
college teacher.
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Dancing Our Kinship with
Animate Earth
By REB E C C A R . BUR R IL L

C

rows make directional lines—vectors—between each other in flight, shapeshifting
askance geometries in the sky. Three of
them now make a moving triangulation,
black tricksters over the white expanse of field, taciturn sky and cedar standing sentinel along the salt
marsh banking. It is a newly fallen snow. The limbs
and trunks of scrub trees are trimmed with the soft
and gentle stuff. The turf of the marsh grasses is the
color of dung. White takes turn with beiges and rusts.
The slate waters mirror the silent movements of single birds. Early morning sounds—the muffled roar of
the ocean beyond the marsh and inlet dividing the spit
of outer beach is punctuated with the cacophonous
harmonies of crow and gull, heron and mallard. The
atmosphere is heavy and moist holding still the reverberations.
Following northward along the marsh edge you
enter a side path through a wood of cedar—once a deer
path we children, fifty years ago, began expanding in
secret explorations. Now it is a human path and adjunct to the main public trails at the Fort Hill Rural
Historic District in the Cape Cod National Seashore
Park.
Dusted in the snow are wood—cedar—sculptures,
ten of them spaced along the pathway forming a hypotenuse connecting two main trails. These sculptures
were made by ten middle school students from a loREBECCA R. BURRILL

cal charter school in an afterschool arts program. The
cedar wood came from the very site that these sculptures now inhabit. This menagerie is here to honor the
trees and landscape of this place where a historical
and cultural landscape restoration is in process, and
many trees have been cut down. The ecological intent
is to reestablish edge environment for those creatures
requiring multiple habits to complete their life cycle,
and because open grassland is becoming rare on Cape
Cod and in New England in general. The cultural aspect of the restoration is to give the public an understanding of how the area was used by people in the
past and return the look of the area back to when the
National Seashore Park was established in 1963, when
I was eleven years old.
This collaborative project—school and art teacher,
Seashore Park, wood historian/artist, local sculptor,
and students—was organized and directed by me, motivated by an indigenous sense of place as an animate,
subjective presence. Since I had grown up in this surround, my sense of relationship with place was at first
startled and wounded by the tree cut, hence the improvisation of an idea.
The ten sculptures, set on
trunks of cut cedar boarding an
eighty-foot pathway, are marvelous presences, installed for
a year in this enchanted hunTurtles
dred acres of woodlands, ketDANCING OUR KINSHIP WITH ANIMATE EARTH
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tle-hole wetlands, salt marsh, red maple swamp, and
old farm fields crossed by low-lying stone walls cast
along the dipping and rounding lay of the land, mostly
unchanged since the glacial ice sheet receded twelve
thousand years ago. The sculptures are simple, rustic, natural forms, all between eight and fifteen inches
high, carved free standing or in relief, intimating their
subject: Sitting Fox, Whale, Mushroom, Heron, Fire,
Turtles, Hiding Duck, Seashore, Wood Flower, Bufflehead. They are presences, for me, of deep companionship. This place, and the many thousands of people
who pass along these pathways in a year’s time, will
miss them when they are gone.
I am a dancer and movement-based child developmentalist, and as part of the sculpting process of honoring the trees and landscape, the students and I have
come to the Fort Hill site to move—to dance place. We
open our perceptions to relate directly to the gestures
of place—sounds, tones, colors, rhythms, shapes, contours, intensities, weights—that are communicated
to us by simply being present. From this receptivity a
gestural response is evoked and reciprocated, spontaneously as in any conversation.
Students move with the sound of the wind’s
rhythm of changing intensity; with the stance and gesture of the upward movement of trunk and limbs of a
lone tree; with the sparseness and entangled fullness
of vegetation; and with glides of gulls riding air currents. One student dances with the whole feeling of being in this place with lifting chest and torso in a rising
and soaring movement to express the sense of “being
out of the common world”; another with movements
of encircling, enclosing, and descending in what she
calls “melting into Nature”; another with a graceful,
deep, curtseying gesture with arms rising and gathering to express that everything in this place “all seems
to fit together.” And another student dances with the
distant sound of ocean with somersaulting gestures
extended to one side at far reach of his body to express
the farawayness of the sound.
My student’s far-reaching body gesture of distance
brings to mind the linguist Mary LeCron Foster’s work
on primordial language, which indicates that original
human speech was a dance of the mouth.1 In the same
way that the students dance meaning and communication with full body, original speech articulated bodybased meaning and communication with the gestures
and sounds of the mouth, tongue, and voice box.
REBECCA R. BURRILL

Therefore, a phoneme expressing far distance would
take place at the periphery of voicing in the manner
of the “l” sound, which is placed at the tip of tongue
and mouth, compared to the “g” phoneme, which is a
guttural sound made inside the throat.
The gestural reciprocity of our world, with which
our moving-sounding-dancing animal bodies can be
so attuned and responsive, is nature’s willingness to
relate to us as animate, subjective, intelligent beings—
despite the fact that we humans in Western culture
have been in blatant denial of the animate, subjective, intelligence of the Earth for at least four hundred
years. Stephen Harding writes in Animate Earth that
“We need to allow ourselves to be open to the subjective agency at the heart of every ‘thing’ in the world so
that we can speak and act appropriately in their presence and on their behalf.”2 David Abrams references
poetry from indigenous oral cultural that speaks to the
Earth, not about the Earth. Here is an example from
my own experience.

Bufflehead

I am three days into a two-week artist residency
taking place in a one-room dune shack overlooking
the Atlantic Ocean in the Provincetown Dunes of outer
Cape Cod. My proposal is to make art of place though
dance and poetry. It is early October and the Indian
summer weather affords me a sweet and spontaneous
mixture of settling in with the natural rhythms of time,
sensation, and conservation of water, food, and energy while beginning my dancing-poetic quest. And it
suddenly occurs to me to reread my proposal, written
eight months earlier, to get the specifics of what has
been promised. I have forgotten one very specific intention—the discipline of sensory immersion, a deliberate shift from mental states to sensory/perceptual
receptivity—a kind of meditation—of place. I had alDANCING OUR KINSHIP WITH ANIMATE EARTH
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ready written a poem of a hollow in the dunes, and so
decide to return to that place and immerse there in an
altered state of communion.
This return has to wait, however, since the grace
of Indian summer is the calm before high gale winds
that keep me mostly inside the shack for three days
with shutters dragged out from storage and inventively secured and blankets tacked up over the creviced
and disjointed door to keep out the northwest wind,
leaving only the low horizontal south window through
which to exit and enter the shack. When we—Shack
and I—did emerge from our sequester into the cast
over and preponderate stillness, I then stepped off the
shack’s four-foot wide deck into the deep, overgrown
pathway of salt spray roses that winds up past the
privy and onto the open dune, a 360-degree presence
of unfathomable expanse of space. I descend the dune
and weave around another to enter the dune hollow
and begin my communion.
I don’t remember the actual experience of the sensory and extrasensory immersion. It is a non-verbal,
non-thought experience, and when finished I stand
and dance it. And from that body communication
with surround and body-dance gestural reciprocation
comes a poem (“Dune Hollow Immersion Dance”)
very different from the first poem of this place (“Dune
Hollow”). The two poems follow:
Dune Hollow
Circle
Of surround
Hollow of beach plums
Rising to the sky
Undulus circumference
Disk
Of low western sun
A single penetrating eye
Enshrouded
With concentric circles
Of shimmering
Grey-blue haze
Hawk
Lifts above the rise—hovering
Sharp angled
Cutting to the east
Riding the full damp strength
Of North East wind
REBECCA R. BURRILL

Dune Hollow Immersion Dance
Dune Hollow
Goddess holding
Womb
My womb
Holding containing
Stillness holding
Containing containing
Wind breeze
Wind zephyrs
		
Wind blows
		
Wind undulations
			
Wind bound and free rhythms
Wind playing amongst
		
Your children
The grasses and seaside goldenrod and bayberry
Roses blooming in the 1st week of October
Fierce holding
Gentle holding
The mother the womb
Nurturing sustaining
Mother holding—strong, unmoving
Moses
Grass tufts and
Rosehips
Mottled grey cloud puffs
Low lying next to you
And beach plums
My womb your womb
Giving-taking
Living-dying
Closing in on the central fire
The womb
The seed
That never dies
The ember
Carried quietly in the ember pot
Holding in me—I die I close up I rest
The seed
Quiet
No sign of life
The womb carries
Quiet flame
Suddenly ready; suddenly change
The womb growing
DANCING OUR KINSHIP WITH ANIMATE EARTH
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Opens forth
A new one
A new child
			
A new womb
				
To grow and become
					A giver
					A stander
					A dancer
					A wise women
			
Who releases more
			Goddess holding
					More
					For you
Two poems, one about a dune hollow, one speaking to and with Dune Hollow.
In my experience extrasensory means delving
deeper into the senses to reach what my regular consciousness does not perceive, but my body intelligence
does. David Abram writes: “that which we call imagination is from the first an attribute of the senses themselves; imagination is not a separate mental faculty (as
we so often assume) but is rather the way the senses
themselves have of throwing themselves beyond what
is immediately given, in order to make tentative contact with the other sides of things that we do not sense
directly, with the hidden or invisible aspects of the
sensible.”3
From my movement-based developmental perspective, it is our moving, perceiving body that foundationally structures imaginative process through
the encoding of prototypes or archetypes of concrete
sensory experience as meaningful gesture. If I face
you with an arm extended directly forward with my
palm also facing you directly forward, you experience
a much different gestural meaning than if my arm is
raised forward, curved at the elbow and opening to the
side. These gestures are communicated to us though
body-knowing in reciprocal participation with each
other. In the immersion dance poem, I open to the
subjective agency at the heart of Dune Hollow through
body-knowing communication, and I speak on her behalf, as well as on your behalf and mine.
The winds across the field herd gusts of snow, lifting, churning, spreading, and evaporating like ghosts
in the bright, clear morning light. Place—Fort Hill—
you are regal, open, and born to the sky. I feel my chest
expanding and lifting like my student’s body gesture
REBECCA R. BURRILL

of feeling “out of the common world”—and into an
enchanted one. Morning light glad my physical being
becomes you.
Freya Mathews writes that the root meaning of
the word enchantment is to be
wrapped in chant or song or
incantation. “A land or place is
enchanted if it has been called
up, its subjectivity rendered responsive to self by self’s invocation of it…and self is in turn enWoodflower
chanted by its engagement with
such an awakened world.”4 At the age of nine, I had already been living a life of natural enchantments when
my family moved to the Fort Hill House, an old farm
house whose history goes back to 1742. It is supposed
that the name “Fort Hill” goes back to an act passed
by the Plymouth Colony court in 1653 ordering that
every town of the Plymouth government shall designate and make a place for self-defense. In the town of
Eastham, this location is very likely Fort Hill. I don’t
remember how, but we children—my many siblings,
neighbors, and cousins—got wind that before there
was a fort on the hill, there had been an Indian Burial
Ground, which is plausible considering the long-term
Native American presence here and the hill’s animate
intensity. But there is nothing in written records stating this—there is just the oral tradition of children.
Living in Fort Hill’s invocation of enchantments,
it is Horsechestnut Tree who engages me most profoundly, since it is through him (masculine) that I
have an epiphany that influences my whole life. I have
a roost in this tree where I ride windstorms and compose poetry. Here is one:
Free Free is what I wish to be
Free in a grand old Chestnut Tree
With leaves as wide as the Earth itself
And chestnuts that hold all my wealth
Here is another:
In Autumn when the leavers are falling
And the whispering winds are calling
Then the place I most like to be
Is high up in a Chestnut Tree
From this high roost can be glimpsed, through
the blustering wind song of Earth-wide leaves, the far
distant ocean—blue—past fields and salt marsh. My
DANCING OUR KINSHIP WITH ANIMATE EARTH
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epiphany is about my four-year struggle with school.
The contrast between the feeling of myself when I was
there compared with the feeling of myself roosted in
this wind abode enchantment informed me that the
wrongness was not in me, but in the system of school.
With my distain and distrust of school, I never intended to go to college, let alone earn a doctorate, but as
circumstances unfolded, I did. And I discovered some
fascinating things about who we humans are, how we
learn and develop, where we fit in the great evolution
of things, and finally understanding what such things
have to do with elementary school, always carrying the
deep, animate love of Horsechestnut Tree inside my
heart.
Movement and sound are the fundamental. We
must move first to perceive our world. This patterning begins in utero. At twenty-three days after conception an embryo is primed to respond to the movement-touch vibration of sound, which rouses more
movement. This movement begins to form sensory
nerve nets of experience—the building of sense perception—as well as to lay patterns for the integration
of the different sensory pathways, to reflect a unified
world. The babe in the womb exists in a rhythmic bath
of movement and sound—mother’s voicing, heartbeat,
breath flow, and the coursing of blood—all triggering
movement and the beginnings of nerve-net building
and integrating.
Stimulated by movement and sound resonance,
our first sensory system to fully develop in utero at
five months is the vestibular of the inner ear. It registers the pull of the gravitational field of the Earth, the
orientating foundation for all motor-sensory integration. The first perceptual nerve to send signals to the
brain—the vestibular-cochlear—registers our bodies’
movement in the gravitational field, velocity, vibration, and tone of both muscles and sound—especially the tone of mother’s voice. In the beginning, sound
and movement are perceived as one thing by us in our
watery womb. Sound is movement and movement is
perception.
The vestibular system is evolutionarily ancient.
It is housed in our earliest brain, called the reptilian
brain, where massive motor-sensory integration takes
place. It was evolved by early fish in a need to better
orient their moving bodies in gravity, space, speed,
and sound. And this neat tool is little changed from
our fish ancestor’s design. The vestibular is the vestiREBECCA R. BURRILL

bule—entryway—to the brain. This means that movement and sensory information entering the brain is
first oriented to the gravitational force. All of our other
senses—hearing, taste, smell, and, last to develop, vision—are built on the movement/vibrational sense in
the gravitational field of Earth—our Gaian grounding.
One of our first and most influential movement-based
child developmentalists, Jean Ayres, wrote that we
bond with the Earth first, then with our mothers.
The movement-sound unity is nowhere better exemplified than in the gestures of a newborn. Neurophysiologist Carla Hannaford writes, “The newborn
hears and moves to the mother’s voice in the first minutes of life. There are no random movements; every
movement of the newborn has meaning, with particular movement being linked to particular sounds.”5
She is referring to a 1974 study done in the field of
kinesics—non-verbal communication.6 This study of
the microanalysis of sound films, and others like it,
revealed the entrainment of body gesture and sound
in speech both within the speaker—self synchrony—
and between speaker and listener.7 And those self and
shared gestures slow on the consonants and speed up
on the vowels. This makes sense because all consonants stop air flow, while vowels open air flow through
the voice track. So there is a relationship among body
gesture, the shape of sound, and meaningful experience. What is your body-based, felt-sense-meaningwhen-you-move-sound: “oooo” or “aaaaa” or “t” or “b”
or “l” or “g”?
Infant and mother attune with one another though
a felt-sense of emotionally imbued, analogical meaning making through rhythmic body and facial gesture and melodic and harmonic sound. Baby’s highpitched voicing is attuned with mom’s raising of her
eyebrows, shoulders, and upper torso, and her harmonized sound. It is a reciprocal, non-verbal continuum
of movement-sound rhythms, intonations, contours,
textures, weights, qualities, intensities, amplitudes,
frequencies, colors, shapes, volumes, durations, and
more. There is a lot
going on.
Colwyn Trevarthen, child psychologist
and psychobiologist,
whose work continues in the vein of
anthropological kinesics, writes that a
Cosmic Mother and Child
key ingredient to this
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“communicative musicality” between mother and child
is “a polyrhythmic time generator in the brain built to
track and make productive use of proprioceptive and
visceral dynamic throughout the body.” This is a bodybased process. Proprioception is an aspect of the vestibular sensing that specifically registers body positon
in space. Visceral dynamics refers to sensory-feeling
states from our internal organs that contribute to our
experience of emotions, i.e., gut feelings. With respect
to an infant’s capacity for immediate communication
of themselves with another, Trevarthen writes: “It
turns out that a newborn infant has a clear expectation of human sense and is active in starting a personal
quest for meaningful stories in good company.”8 Horsechestnut Tree and I have this same personal quest.
As children we first develop through body movement and sensing our world. This builds internal prototypes, archetypes, or gestures that match the gestures of the world. And like our direct experience that
builds them, these internal structures are imbued with
feeling, emotional tone—that is, they have meaning.
This is the human psychobiological reality—a body
state or gesture has a meaning. The three-dimensional experience in space, weight, and time, such as
up-ness, provides us with analogical meanings, such
as feeling positive, confident, or inspired. Direction
up embodying inspiration is a vestibular/proprioceptive and visceral cross-sensory-modal communication. Communicative musicality between mother and
infant, or you and me, crosses the sensory modes of
movement-sound, viscera, hearing, and vision.
These concrete, internal prototypes accompanied
by emotional meaning structure the internal sensory
images that make up memory and imagination. Very
early on, children use these internal structures of felt
sense in cross-sensory-modal, analogical ways. One of
my sons, who had just turned three, asked when seeing
another little kid wearing sandals: “Mom, sometime
could you buy me some shoes without roofs?” This is
an analogical correspondence involving concrete experience. “Roof” does not symbolize “top of shoe”; it is
not an abstraction. My son kinesthetically empathized
and imagined the experience of being a foot in a shoe
corresponding with being a kid in a house (Abram’s
going beyond what is sensed). Empathy is an isomorphic, feeling identity: inside shoe/inside house, what
happened to the roof?
Here is another story from another son, a bit
REBECCA R. BURRILL

younger: We are out back rummaging around in the
unmowed grass and pucker brush where there is a pile
of old lumber with rusty nails. I say not to touch the
nails, that they are rusty. He asks what is “rustied,”
and I say it means it has gone bad. Later at dinner,
my son, sitting on a small chair encased in a larger
captain’s chair, suddenly stands up, brushes his hands
of crumbs, and jumps down to the floor saying, “All
done.” In surprise, I ask, “Aren’t you going to eat your
chicken?” He says, “No, that keyney (chicken) is rustied,” and trots off with never a doubt about the truth of
the concrete analogical correspondences of his world
or the moral justice of his assessment based on them.
This is artful thinking—a play with the ingredients of life’s experiences. Like a cumulative tale, artful
thinking is a capacity based in concrete motor-sensory
integration. This integration informs emotional-relational life, image making, memory, imagination,
cross-sensory-modal meaning making, and aesthetic
intelligence. Ellen Dissanayake writes that art making
is the play of “making special” living aspects of everyday life.9 This psychobiological process is evolutionarily imprinted and developmentally unfolded. But
it is also happening all at once, as we see in the play
of communicative musicality between newborn and
mom.
This natural life process feeds and grows critical
developments of the right or gestalt hemisphere of the
neocortex in our first years of life. The gestalt brain
contributes to the regulation of movement, rhythm,
emotional and relational communications, and integrative thought. It is about being-present-with-awareness, getting the whole picture, subjectivity and
spontaneity, intuition, sensory and extrasensory perception, and analogical, metaphorical artful thinking.
It is part and parcel to that through which we “Bond to
the Earth First.” It has an immediate hand in the perceptual receptivity with which we engage in communicative musicality with the animate, natural world.
Our human perceptions co-evolved in immersed
relationship with Animate Earth. In order to know the
plants, animals, landscapes, and weather that our lives
were so dependent on and entwined with, we needed
to be able to attune with nature’s many communications. David Abram writes that a native hunter had to
empathize with the ways in which his wild prey sensed
and experienced the world; “Nothing was more integral to this practice than learning the communicative
DANCING OUR KINSHIP WITH ANIMATE EARTH
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signs, gestures, and cries of the local animals.”10 As
indigenous, small-band, oral people we evolved to attune with the many intelligences of nature by becoming them through moving, sensing, sounding, empathizing, and imagining—right-brain specialties.
Evolution grew human perception to be organized
aesthetically—that is, empathically, cross-modally,
imaginatively. These are structures that reflect the
very character of the animate world in which we find
ourselves. The attributes of art making are the same
attributes underlying language making. They are communicators in the vernacular of our lived lives.
What we have come to call “art” is implicit in our
world, and we humans have always made art to organize and communicate—make special—important
aspects of our relationship with the animate world,
one another, and our biological, social, and spiritual
lives. Dale Guthrie writes that the qualities and attributes of human artfulness arose in the Paleolithic:
the ecological lifeways of small-band hunter-gatherer
people required a fine-tuned empirical and reasoned
attention with the natural surround combined with
flexibility, improvisation, intuition, and creative imagination—all qualities reflected in their art making.
Guthrie also reflects on this in relation to childhood:
“The fecund imagination and individual ingenuity that
show through in Paleolithic art forcefully point to an
upbringing that encouraged creativity.”11
Guthrie proposes that art in the Paleolithic was
the specialization of a new kind of play dedicated to
exploring and sharing new perceptions and insights. Art from
those times reflects an art-making process that was playful,
improvisational, and emotionally pleasurable. It was about
sensing body expression of felt
Sitting Fox
experience involving the subject matter of natural systems. This way of art making
Guthrie contrasts with the art making in the Neolithic,
which was more concerned with human systems and
ideologies and was more formal, geometric, and symbolic in nature.
Playful experimentation, improvisation, and sensing body expression are qualities found in modern
children’s art making. It is gestalt-brained oriented.
Gestalt-brain orientation is foremost in development
for school age kids up until the ages of seven to nine,
or older depending on the individual. This is a throwback to what, as an educator, I term our ancestral
REBECCA R. BURRILL

Paleolithic homeschooling—that is, creative freedom
and exploratory living “among a complexly interacting
complement of plants and animals, resonate with diverse powers and meaning,” as Guthrie put it.12
In my childhood I immerse in the diverse powers
and meanings of creatures, elements, and forces—my
close comrades in nature. I immerse in dynamic motion and sensual richness and protean enchantments
of the landscape that ever spark imagination and invention and discovery. I immerse in made up games
and contests and theatricals with the collection of kids
in my surround, and more. I am sincere about school,
but am in shock from the sterile Formica and linoleum, the long, straight, lined hallways and sharp corners and lines of desks and children, and the formal,
detailed, and exacting skills-based tasks, the segmentation of time and subject, the regimentation of movement and sound.
Our school systems orient around a left or logic brain objectivism in environments and in learning
processes. And because we attribute intelligence to
verbal language and literacy ability in our hyper-literate society, we push the logic brain’s decontextualized, categorical, and isolated skills-based learning
on children at younger and younger ages. Add to this
the use of disembodied mechanisms of electronic and
digital media and cellular devices, and that children
experience less and less spontaneous self-created play
and movement-sounding out of doors, let alone in the
wilds of the natural world. In these practices we create a stress-based developmental and learning environment, which defeats access to the very processes
of creative intelligence that our Paleolithic human nature has given us—we violate the natural intelligence
of being human, of being animal. For what?
As moving, sounding animals, we humans in the
Paleolithic greatly expanded our mammalian heritage
of play, especially in art making. So considering those
two very key aspects of what evolved our particular
human style of intelligence, combined with recognizing that those traits were honed and tempered in the
movement and sounding of wild animate nature, I
have a program for you:
Be audacious and throw out that “rustied,” disembodied specter of objectivist separation. Put on your
shoes without roofs and go down to the pond’s edge.
Open your perceptions, both focused and peripheral, and feel the core muscles of your body, which are
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directly connected to your inner ear vestibular.
Bring in all movement and sensory and extra-sensory reception to reverberate in these core intelligences of your pelvic floor and deep abdominals, along the
pelvic basin walls and up the lumbar and thoracic and
cervical spine.
Feel the holding and lengthening of your embodied vestibular roots spreading into the animate, resonate Earth—Gaia.
Bring what you see and hear and are touched by
into your core.
Allow the language of these things to begin to
move you, ever so subtlety at first, then incrementally
amplifying until your movements translate to you the
shared meaning of your intersubjective comradery,
voicing the reciprocal musicality of being.
Bring your children into the forest to simply be
with the languaging of the winds and rains and waters, sound of the heat of the sun, shaping of clouds,
character of plants and animals, and lay of the land.
Explore giving gesture to the sound of a crow’s call
and giving sound to the gesture of a fern unfurling;
make stories of the felt sense that the wind makes and
of the rain falling, of the squirrel’s scampering and the
fox’s aloofness.
Play with phonics and make primordial language
games. Make sketches and paintings and oral poetry.
From ingredients gleaned, make dances and songs,
make ceremonials, make theater projects. Let this be
the opened-ended play of creations by kids—entirely
their works.
This is a fecund basis of immersion-knowing and
story-orientating for the ecology of nature, part of an
aspect of what Stephan Harding calls holistic science,
the feeling-imaginative and the empirical working together. It is part of a teaching and learning process I
call Arts with Literacy Integration™, the opposite of
the way it is thought of and taught in standard curriculum. It is part of the quest for meaningful stories in
good company. It is about the enchantment of a moving triangulation of black tricksters over the white expanse of field as an encounter into the deeper soul of
life undefined in human terms. For as Freya Mathew’s
writes, “encounter rather than knowledge is the appropriate primary mode of relating to the world.”13

crest fade. Full Moon rises, her light reflecting and
splashing down Hill’s side like a waterfall—accept a
lightfall—making horizontal dips skipping to and fro,
tumbling and cascading in the snow—the crows roosting.

Rebecca R. Burrill, Ed.D. is a movement-based educator and dancer
who seeks to renew human engagement with the primary creative intelligences of movement, sound, feeling, imagination, and ecological
conscious and their natural healing capacities. Her website is http://
horsechestnutwinds.com/
Photo credits: Rebecca Burrill.
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The clear, crisp light of this day passes. The white
over the fields and soft, deep color of rose fringing the
horizon and grey-black silhouette of trees along Hill’s
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R E V IE W S &
R EF L E C TIO NS

RESITUATING “NATURE”: NEW HORIZONS
FOR A PESKY NOUN
By John S. Farnsworth

Two chinstrap penguins, Roy and Silo, longtime
residents of the Central Park Zoo, have their own page
on Wikipedia. They have distinguished themselves as
the avian world’s most famous same-sex couple, not
only having pair-bonded as far back as 1999, but having subsequently incubated an egg and raised a chick
named Tango.
As a birder whose optics tend to focus west of the
continental divide, I hesitate to make inferences about
any behavior that originates in midtown Manhattan.
However, I could not help but notice the sub-head to
an article about Roy and Silo that appears on the Scientific American website. It reads, “Homosexual behavior is common in nature, and it plays an important
role in survival.”1
I understand that magazine sub-heads are often
generated by editors more interested in drawing attention to a text than in assuring contextual accuracy.
That said, I am bemused when an editor for Scientific American posits the claim that a given behavior “is
common in nature” based upon observations of captive animals in an urban zoo. My point here is not to
privilege nature outside a zoo environment over nature found within. However, the sub-head’s use of the
concept “in nature” might lead us to question whether
the designation is of any practical use. If nothing else,
this usage calls for rigorous deconstruction.
As an exercise in deconstruction, I have posed
the following riddle to students: The beaver builds its
dam, and we call that “nature.” Humanity builds its
dam, and we complain about the destruction of Nature. The coral polyp builds its reef, and we call that
“nature.” Humanity builds its skyline, and we consider

the resultant structure to be the very antithesis of Nature. If all life modifies its context—and it does—then
how is it antithetical to nature when the species Homo
sapiens constructs its artifacts?
The answer to this riddle, usually, is that “nature”
itself is a human construct, a concept connoting the
opposite of “culture” by referring to those sectors of
the biosphere that seem least affected by human design. Recognizing the construct for what it is becomes
the first step in deconstructing our relationship with
an environment we co-inhabit with other species.
What I’ve noticed among my students is that once
we’ve deconstructed “nature,” they become reluctant
to use the term altogether. They find themselves struggling to articulate alternatives such as “the natural
landscape,” or “the biotic world” or perhaps even “the
biosphere.” These phrases, unfortunately, become euphemisms for the construct they are trying to avoid,
and we come full circle, describing “the natural world”
as a world to which humanity does not seem to belong.
As a first step, this is not all bad. It seems important to me that my students understand the environmental cost of describing nature in such a way that it
becomes “the other” to which they have no ontological affiliation. When nature and culture are viewed as
binary opposites, humanity inevitably begins to subscribe to meta-narratives about ourselves in which our
very being is perceived as superior to that of the natural world. This, in turn, means that our conspecific
needs take precedence over whatever needs we might
perceive other species to have. One example of such a
meta-narrative is the story that tells us that we’ve been
created in the image and likeness of God.
In all fairness, one must admit that it has been
hypothetically possible to subscribe to such meta-narratives and at the same time to conceptualize
a theoretical foundation for environmental concern.
For example, those who view themselves as having
been modeled after God, and who therefore consider themselves to enjoy a proprietary relationship to
REVIEWS AND REFLECTIONS
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other creatures, often conceive of each other as being
environmental “stewards.” In this role, like any good
steward, they manage the lord’s estate in his absence.
Espousing such a numinous theory is probably better
than subscribing to no environmental ethic whatsoever.
Regardless of all the deconstruction, it seems that
we still need a concept of nature, which is to say that
such a concept might still be useful in helping us to understand our species’ relationship with the rest of the
biosphere. The problem, as has been pointed out by
environmental historian Donald Worster, is that “We
realize more than ever that shifting attitudes toward
the natural world are to some degree the product of
[a] complex dialectic: as material conditions change,
that which is called ‘nature’ disappears and its place is
taken by a new construct.”2 According to Worster, the
constructs from which we’ve moved away include “romantic assumptions about a static world of unspoiled
nature.” This is good, in my opinion, because clinging
to such romantic assumptions can lead to apocalyptic environmental rhetoric such as that found in Bill
McKibben’s classic book, The End of Nature, which
overlooks the basic fact that all life, even human life,
modifies its context. Nature does not come to an end
merely because the chemical content of the atmosphere changes as the result of human activity; nature
evolves, just as all its constituent elements evolve.
Environmental discourse not only constructs nature, but sometimes misconstrues it as well. Classic
examples of this are appeals to save the Earth. Few
thinkers engaged in this trope stop to consider that
the Earth is not in need of salvation, however loosely
the salvation metaphor is defined, and that regardless
of whether Homo sapiens survives the Anthropocene
epoch, planet Earth will continue to function as a celestial body. Indeed, it seems to represent the ultimate
in hubris that we humans might consider ourselves
capable of saving a planet that without our assistance
has maintained its orbit for four and a half billion

years. We would all do well to remind ourselves to enter into environmental discourse with greater humility
by keeping sight of geologian Thomas Berry’s dictum
that “the Earth is primary, the human is derivative.”3
Part of the problem with analyzing environmental
rhetoric at present is that so much of the conversation
leans toward the apocalyptic rather than the philosophic. An example of this can be found in the editor’s
introduction of Granta magazine’s issue on “The New
Nature Writing,” where Jason Cowley concludes, “At
present, the human animal lives in but often strives
to be apart from nature. None of us wishes to imagine what might come after nature, when we are gone.”4
Is the implication here that nature will cease to exist
at the point the human species ceases to exist? Could
such a grossly anthropocentric argument possibly be
what the author intended? Probably not. But the only
way to make philosophical sense out of this sentence is
to hope that the author was referring to the linguistic
signifier, “nature,” and not its common referent. This
does not seem to be the point, however; Cowley’s intention was no doubt merely to add rhetorical weight
to his introduction by ending it with an apocalyptic
thunderclap. Even with that understanding, the confusion that results from reading his final sentence is
a perfect example of the need to resituate the nature
construct, and to do so quickly, before our conversations relating to the natural world devolve into babble.
One alternative recently espoused by literary theorist Timothy Morton in his book, Ecology Without
Nature, is to rid ourselves of the concept of nature
altogether. Morton posits that the nature construct
is actually an obstruction to environmental thought,
saying that “to contemplate deep green ideas deeply
is to let go of the idea of Nature, the one thing that
maintains an aesthetic distance between us and them,
us and it, us and ‘over there.’”5 While Morton proposes to “analyze possible ways of thinking the same idea
bigger, wider, or better under the general heading of
‘ambiance,’” his analysis becomes so distracted by deREVIEWS AND REFLECTIONS
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construction of the Romantic impulse that it becomes
too cynical for constructive use within general environmental discourse.6 As a result, the term “ambiance” becomes little more than a metonym for the very
term “nature” that Morton finds problematic.
An argument against abandoning the concept of
nature can be found in Kate Soper’s book, What Is
Nature? Culture, Politics and the Non-human, where
she makes this point: “For while it is true that much of
what we refer to as ‘natural’ is a ‘cultural construct’ in
the sense that it has acquired its form as a consequence
of human activity, that activity does not ‘construct’ the
powers and processes upon which it is dependent for
its operation.”7 What may prove to be valuable about
Soper’s approach is that it raises the possibility of
focusing more on nature as process than as thing; it
seems that the more we reify nature the less useful the
concept becomes, both eco-critically and ecologically.
When we make a theoretical shift to consider nature as process rather than as thing, we are in essence
reconstructing rather than deconstructing. I find myself uncomfortable with the term “reconstruction,”
however, because it could be interpreted as a process
of undoing deconstruction, which is not in any way my
intent, at least not from the perspective of suggesting that deconstruction is necessarily a destructive
process. There are certainly those who posit that deconstruction is counterproductive to environmental
discourse, as has been suggested in the anthology Reinventing Nature: Responses to Postmodern Deconstruction.8 This, however, is not my position. For this
reason, I have borrowed the verb “to resituate” from
D.M. Boje’s work in narrative analysis.9 As I understand it, Boje’s system is to resituate a story as the final
stage in the process of deconstruction. The idea is to
“reauthor” the story outside of its constructed hierarchies in such a way as to eliminate dualities. Boje
claims that in a resituated story, there are no more
centers, so that the story is free to script new actions.10
This sort of resituation is exemplified by those who

have turned to Eastern, especially Taoist, conceptions
of nature in an attempt to resituate the nature construct outside of the body/soul dualism that Western
civilization has inherited from its Hellenistic roots.
The attraction here is the concept of chi, which is conceived as flowing through all life and therefore providing, theoretically, a continuity of being. In short, Eastern philosophical systems tend to concentrate on that
which unifies humanity with the rest of nature, while
Western systems are far more preoccupied with those
elements, such as language, that distinguish Homo sapiens from other species.
A possible solution to dualistic ways of constructing nature is to move toward redefining nature as
being primarily an aesthetic construct. Nature could
become, ultimately, the network of perceptions that
provoke biophilia, which E.O. Wilson defines somewhat coldly as “the innate tendency to focus on life
and lifelike processes.”11 There is a subtle difference
between this aesthetic and the Romantic aesthetic
that connected nature with the sublime. The eco-critical shortfall of the Romantic aesthetic is that it tended
to devalue elements of the ecosystem that were more
commonplace. The result of this, historically, has been
that we’d fall all over ourselves to preserve a landscape
such as Yosemite while we couldn’t be bothered for a
moment to worry about the salt industry’s conversion
of pickleweed marsh into evaporation ponds. Conversely, the strength of nature as a network of perceptions that provoke biophillia is that this aesthetic
would promote a more ecological type of thinking in
which nature would be understood in terms of relationships and processes, rather than as a thing.
Ultimately, I can think of nothing more important,
as we go about the process of resituating nature, than
to avoid its reification. Nature is not a thing. The more
we understand fully deconstructed and resituated nature, the more we will understand that nature is also
not a commodity. As such, it can neither be destroyed
or preserved. In positing this, I recall a sign I saw outREVIEWS AND REFLECTIONS
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side a so-called Nature Centre in Killiecrankie, Scotland, urging readers to “Do your bit for nature,” which
meant, once one read the finer print, that in order to
help nature out you should construct bird houses for
your garden. No, nature is not a thing for which you
must do your bit. Rather, nature can become the aesthetic that helps you appreciate birds in your garden,
and even those nasty deer who get to your snap peas
before you’re able to harvest them.
Every aesthetic requires cultivation. Rather than
wringing our hands over “Nature Deficit Disorder,” a
syndrome that could only be possible if nature actually
functioned as a thing/commodity, we should be concerned that our children are lagging aesthetically as
the result of spending too much time playing with their
Play Stations and not enough time digging around in
the dirt. Send them out to plant their own snap peas,
and we’ll soon discover them gaining a deeper appreciation of nature as aesthetic.
How we resituate nature is ultimately a political
question, having more to do with perceptions of ecological imperative than with realistic depictions of the
natural world or scientific descriptions of how it functions. This is a danger. As the term “nature” continues
to evolve, I fear that more and more it will come to
designate the state of affairs that would have existed
had humanity learnt not to foul its own nest. By way of
example, “nature” these days more readily refers to the
tall grass prairies upon which buffalo formerly roamed
as contrasted with the dust bowl that resulted from
plowing under the prairie sod. Contrast this with text
from as recent as 1936, when the Great Plains Committee submitted its final report to President Franklin
Roosevelt, writing:
It is an inherent characteristic of pioneering
settlement to assume that Nature is something
of which to take advantage and to exploit, that
Nature can be shaped at will to man’s convenience. In a superficial sense this is true…
However, in a deeper sense modern science

has disclosed that fundamentally Nature is inflexible and demands conformity.12
Notice that in this usage, even though it reifies nature to the point that each instance of the term in the
passage above requires capitalization, Nature is perceived as a force, a moral imperative, that will demand
conformity with its dictates. What I fear is that in
2050, at the point when average global temperatures
have risen high enough over pre-industrial levels that
dust bowls will encloud whole nations, nature will be
viewed as a thing of the past—a dim memory of how
things should have been. At that point, nature will
have devolved into nothing more than a rhetorical tool
delineating what is politically desirable from what is
not, and the nature/culture dualism that is at the root
of so much environmentally destructive thinking will
be given new power.
There are alternatives. When we resituate nature,
especially as aesthetic, we must strive to situate it within the economics of an ecology informed by Darwin.
This is not as easy as it sounds because, as a beginning
point in doing so, we must refuse to conceptualize nature independently of place. In other words, nature is
not merely appreciation of the working composite of
organisms that we might consider abstractly. Rather,
nature is situated within a system of ecological niches populated by species working to ensure their own
survival. Thus, we must foster the notion not only that
the natural world is imperfect, but that it resists the
stasis of perfection. It is always a place of competition,
evolution, disorder, and change. The nature aesthetic
should embrace this disorder, especially by refusing
to serve as a construct for political ends beyond aesthetics. It must become equally as wrong to argue that
homosexual behavior is unnatural because nature intended us to go forth and multiply as it is to argue that
homosexual behavior is acceptable because chinstrap
penguins engage in such behavior out there in nature.
This is all theory of course, and we must recognize the limits of any theoretical exercise. For my part,
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while proposing a theoretical resituation of nature, I
am troubled by Wittgenstein’s assertion that the philosopher’s task is to observe how a term is used in
ordinary language, rather than to prescribe abstract
meaning. Pursuant to that concern, over the past year
I’ve programmed a meta-news site to report any article
written in English, worldwide, that includes the term
“nature” in its title. This exercise has been alternately entertaining and discouraging thanks to headlines
that suggest ways to make nature “more real,” or how
gadgets are making it more difficult for kids to discover nature. On the one hand, I find myself agreeing with
Hume, who wrote that there is no more “ambiguous
and equivocal” term than “nature.”13 At the same time,
I find myself intrigued by William Cronon’s observation that nature is “the meeting place between the
world ‘out there’ and the culturally constructed ideas
and beliefs and values we project onto that world.”14
The problem here is that Cronon’s distinction does not
yet answer the question of how we might achieve harmony with nature if at the same time we still consider
ourselves to exist metaphysically outside of it. We will
only be able to resolve that question when we resituate
nature outside of dualities with culture.
In resituating nature as aesthetic we should always
remember that we do not have to use the word “nature” in order to be talking about nature. Words such
as “desert” or “forest” can be equally and similarly
confusing. If you live in downtown Phoenix, Arizona,
do you live in the desert? If not, at what point did the
landscape in which you live stop being desert? When
I look out the window of my high-rise apartment and
see thousands and thousands of trees below me, am I
gazing at a forest? Even though I live within the city
limits?
How we answer these questions may correlate
with our willingness to resituate nature.

John S. Farnsworth, Ph.D., writes and teaches widely in the environmental humanities. As Senior Lecturer in Environmental Studies and
Sciences at Santa Clara University, his teaching portfolio is mainly
concerned with environmental thought, especially in terms of environmental writing and literature.
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DESIGNING INDIGENOUS LANDSCAPES:
ARCHITECT JULIA WATSON
By Richard J. Blaustein

To Australian-born landscape architect Julia Watson, the sacred and the ecologically-rich go hand-in
hand. It is a point Watson repeats in the attic-like
room on the sixth floor of Columbia University’s Avery Hall, the architecture building, where she teaches “Living Landscape Eco-Technologies” for graduate
students during the spring semester. In this class Watson explains that indigenous peoples often have their
sacred sites at places that flourish with many species
and bountiful natural resources, such as springs and
waterfalls. It makes sense: where there are clear waters, winds that disperse seeds, seasonal animal migrations, or even solitary mountains that provide a
marker and safe haven for a people, the rich ecology
at these sites would instigate feelings of thankfulness,
protection, or tranquility that people associate with
the spiritual.

Julia Watson

Watson also has her own design firm, Studio Rede
(http://studiorede.com) to which she recently added
Project Rede, the digital and informational wing of

her firm, At Studio Rede, among her projects, Watson works with indigenous peoples who are rethinking how to manage their landscapes and sacred sites.
Some of these places are United Nations World Heritage sites.
Being attuned to the rights and culture of Native
peoples is very important, according to Watson, because in the end, her work is about supporting their
rightful claims to land, culture, and the future. As a
landscape architect, Watson envisions that increasingly the designer will bring skills to help native communities maintain biodiversity, functioning ecosystems,
and sacred sites—all part of the rhythms, folklore, and
productivity of indigenous peoples. Indeed, she sees
that working with indigenous peoples, the designer
can help restore and replenish biodiversity and ecosystem services to sacred sites and ancestral lands.
Learning about this has been very personal, Watson recounts. She traces it back to when she was eleven years old and her family travelled from Australia to
vacation at Yosemite National Park. “Yosemite was my
first experience with a really monumental scale landscape, and also it was the first sacred site I had ever
been to,” explains Watson. “I did not know it at the
time, but I think inherently there is something about
that landscape even as a child you can recognize.”
On one day Watson and her family were having
lunch at Yosemite’s Ahwahnee Hotel, where the windows opened to the outdoor landscape. She saw deer
grazing outside: “I walked out and walked straight
out to the deer, a deer with her fawn. I actually started to feed them, and at the time I had this incredibly
close experience with a large wild mammal that had a
huge impact on me,” recounts Watson. “But then after about five minutes of doing this, suddenly I had a
woman yelling at me saying get away from the deer.”
Later on the trip, she learned that the woman was
not being unreasonable because a couple of children
were recently trampled by deer that were aggressive in
looking after their fawns. The incident is still very vivid
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for Watson. She recalls it as “a really amazing dreamlike sequence of having this close encounter with nature in a natural environment and it immediately being
reversed—‘be careful! be cautious! be wary! You are
not supposed to be near this type of nature!’” With the
passage of time, Watson is able to philosophize over
the incident, and she reflects that her peaceful feeding
of the deer and the sudden scolding she received were
like “the two ends in the spectrum,” with an inviting
nature at one end and some kind of human separation
from the whole of it on the other.
According to Watson, the lessons of her Yosemite
trip still resonate and shape her approach to architecture and design. The first lesson was the human need
for an intermediary between themselves and nature.
Native cultures often have shamans or wise elders
who interpret nature. “We really do need these people interpreting, integrating within that interaction,”
explains Watson. “As a designer existing in that space,
that is kind of your territory.” And Watson emphasizes
that the Native peoples are whom the designer serves
in a true spirit of collaboration.
In addition to her work supporting Native peoples
with their rights and maintenance of heritage, Watson
also feels that design and architecture will extend an
appreciation for this indigenous peoples’ understanding of “what it is in nature that is really interesting,
what a sacred space is…and also about respect for it.”
Years after her childhood trip, when Watson was
a landscape architecture graduate student at Harvard,
she took a course on sacred sites, and her teacher assigned the research topic of a “contested site.” She was
drawn again to Yosemite National Park, but this time
to focus on how the Native American Ahwahnechee,
who resided for centuries at Yosemite, were evicted
from their beloved landscape.
Watson describes the four-thousand-year presence of Native Americans at Yosemite as an “overlay”
of history and stewardship upon the Yosemite landscape. She feels it is unfortunate that she has no re-

membrance of learning about indigenous culture at
Yosemite during her childhood trip, and she partially attributes this to Frederick Law Olmstead, famed
landscape architect who drew the charter for Yosemite
National Park. “If Olmstead had considered the cultural overlay of the Native American that could have
been an important educational site in understanding
Native American populations and their relationship
with nature and not just conservationists’ relationship
with nature,” Watson says. “I think Olmstead seminally did not recognize that as an opportunity and something that needed to be evolved and managed in coincidence with the idea of management of nature.”
Watson has tried to draw lessons from Olmstead’s
omission and apply them to her own work in many
places throughout the world. Supported by Harvard’s
Charles Eliot Traveling Fellowship in Landscape Architecture, she has visited sacred sites on different
continents, offering governments and indigenous peoples her recommendations for how design can better
support the Native peoples’ connection to and management of these sacred places. The fellowship travel
has synergized with her Studio Rede work. “Rede is
not just about conservation of landscapes,” Watson
explains. “Rede is very much about preserving culture
and cultural diversity and heritage. Because once culture is gone, knowledge is gone.”
On being awarded the Eliot fellowship, one early
priority visit for Watson was to go back to her native
Australia and at last visit Uluru. Uluru, known to many
as Ayers Rock, is sacred to a few Australian indigenous
peoples, and is now managed jointly by Anangu indigenous people and the Australian government.
Watson went to Uluru and worked on how to stop
recreational climbing there. For the Anangu, scaling
Uluru is desecration of a place of origins and shows
disrespect for their ancestor worship. However, the
Australian government has gained revenue from the
climbers and would not allow indigenous representatives to stop the climbing.
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Watson studied the site and worked with the Anangu in creating a computerized virtual experience that
also includes visits to other religious sites in the area.
According to Watson, the virtual visit would “simulate
an experience of walking over the rock and while you
are going through that experience being told about all
the knowledge and also being explained [having it explained to you] why you can’t do this.” She adds, “And
so that would be a means of education, management,
and prevention for people doing things that were
deemed de-sanctifying or [to be] polluting a sacred
place.”
Watson thought that perhaps this proposal would
win over the Anangu representatives on the Uluru management leadership and gain for the Anangu
leverage to get the Australian government to stop the
climbs. While she did receive support from the young
people, the older Anangu were not convinced. “When
it went to the elders, they said no, it is against sacred
lore to virtualize [this ] space.”
Nonetheless, Watson has no hurt feelings about
the Uluru experience. She reflects that at the time
she was working as a sole practitioner, without the
support of others, such as anthropologists, who were
knowledgeable of local customs and lore.
More recently, in Bali, Watson has teamed up with
those supportive collaborators, including anthropologist Steve Lansing of The Stockholm Resilience Center and co-founder of The Complexity Institute of Singapore’s Nanyang Technological University. In Bali
Watson has worked on a detailed proposal to conserve
the Subak, the thousand-year-old terraced rice patties
that are linked to Bali’s tripartite Tribuana “sacred
cosmology.” In this combined cosmology-topography,
at the top of the mountainous landscape is the Swah,
the holiest spiritual level, which corresponds to the
area of the crater from which flow the nutrients that
enrich the rice patties of the intermediate Bwah, the
earthly region. At the level of the coast, where all is
washed away—and where all the waste is—is the Bhur,

the profane level. Watson is quick to point out that to
the Balinese all three levels are interdependent, all a
part of life. “The whole island is sort of sacred space
and it all comes back to the ecology,” explains Watson.
“You would think that the Swah and Bhur, being opposite, the sacred and the profane, are sort of like bad
and good. In the indigenous culture, no thing is bad
and another good. For either to exist, the other has to
exist. …To exist both extremes are essential.”
In the 1980s, the Subaks’ ecology became stressed
when pesticides were introduced. This ecological
stress was later exacerbated by unmanaged tourism,
illegal sewage, and conflicts over water use, which
were out of keeping with this thousand year culture
whose terraced landscapes facilitated water sharing.
Being granted a World Heritage status and attracting
tourists has not helped with managing the Suback, according to Watson.
Watson’s design welcomes tourism to the Subak,
but with visitors carefully routed through low-impact
pathways. These low-impact pathways highlight the
spiritual sites—for example, the sacred streams parallel to the walkways and other places of heritage such as
archaeological remains of early Balinese agriculture.
The routes also include museum stops carefully linked
to the low-impact walkway. Additionally, Watson envisions some wetlands restoration as part of the plan,
both to remediate the legacy of nutrient pollution and
to support the local people with traditional livelihoods.

Julia Watson in India
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Watson has presented her design for review to the
Bali Ministry of Education and Culture, which will have
prerogative to implement the design. She also continues to work intensively with Lansing and the Singapore
Complexity Institute, currently on a Project Rede digital guide project for religious pilgrimages. Watson will
make this guide public this April at the Kumbh Mela
pilgrimage in India, which in 2013 involved over 100
million pilgrims. Watson’s work is part of the Kumbh
Mela Experiment (http://www.the-kumbh-mela-experiment.com/), a special data-intensive project that
seeks to enhance safety for mass pilgrimages. (Also
currently as part of Studio Rede, Watson is working
with NTU, Nature Iraq, and the longtime inhabitants
of the region on a wetland restoration demonstration
project in southern Iraq.)
For all sites, Watson returns to that point she
makes in class. “When you look at how indigenous
people relate to their landscape… the sacredness is
really about understanding the knowledge of the ecosystem. The sacredness is innate, and inherent in the
sacredness is the conservation of the ecosystem.”
Another theme in the class is that indigenous
knowledge also is technological knowledge that can offer benefits and solutions for industrialized societies.
“What has been seen as technology and innovation was
taken from a small spectrum of countries and known
communities… But what we are coming to understand
and beginning to acknowledge—in the sciences as well
as in landscape architecture—is that when you look
at ecological systems there is a whole plethora of innovation that is equally entwined with ecological adaptation that we can learn from and learn how to use
in contemporary design.” Green roofs throughout the
world, the floating garden islands of Bolivia, and the
flexible, permeable damns for fishing of the Enawene
nawe of Brazil are examples of green technological
design that can inspire design in the future, according to Watson. “In the last ten years architecture and
landscape architecture have been obsessed with inno-

vation materials technology,” says Watson. “So if we
could look at the large-scale ecosystem management
with the materials technology, then I think we are on
the brink of a very interesting step.”
Now at the end of the semester, with classes finished, Watson sits and chats in her favorite Greenwich
Village park in New York City. In a small redoubt of
nature, where birds chirp incessantly and the seeds
are lofting about in the air, Watson reflects on how indigenous peoples’ sanctification of the planet can even
be brought into our urban daily lives. “In cities these
kinds of spaces become sacred. People treasure them
because they are rare and because there is a lot of care
put into them,” Watson says. “It comes back to the
idea that sacredness is really a lens [through which]
you look at a space.”

Richard J. Blaustein is a freelance science and environmental journalist based in Washington, DC. He can be followed on Twitter @
richblaustein
Photo credits: Julia Watson, Peter Berking (Julia Watson in India)
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COMMUNITY AND PERFORMANCE: A CUBAN
THEATRE GROUP RETHINKS ENVIRONMENTAL OUTREACH
By Karina Pino and David Taylor

The human contribution to the planetary
ecology might be our entertaining craziness,
our skills as musicians and performers, our
awe-inspiring dignity as ritualists and solemn
ceremonialists—because that is what seems to
delight the watching wild world.
—Gary Snyder, “Ecology, Disorder, and
the New World Disorder”
Yo vengo de todas partes,
Y hacia todas partes voy:
Arte soy entre las artes,
En los montes, monte soy.
—Jose Marti, “Versos Sincillos”

A crowd of young people, parents, and grandparents
grew from fifty to well over one hundred people in a
matter of minutes, as the lines between performer and
audience, stage and street, increasingly blurred.
TECMA comes from Pinar del Rio, a city of approximately 130,000 people, 190 kilometers west of Havana. Pinar del Rio is far from the main theater circuits,
so TECMA is not bound by many of the artistic expectations theater groups in larger cities, such as Havana
and Santiago, must consider. It performs mostly street
theater for children about environmental issues, with
the performers immersing themselves in the immediate community; its impact is often recordable by the
number of people who spontaneously join the group
in each performance, as well as the relationship the
performance builds with the space (street, sidewalk,
neighborhood, and community) in which it operates.

Ed. Note: The Introduction was written and the Interview conducted by Karina Pino and
David Taylor. The Interview was translated into English by Emmanuel Pardo. Film footage
by Melinda Levin and Filip Celander. Videos to accompany this article can be found at:
Scenes from Sancti Spiritus, Havana, and TECMA performance in Romerillo https://vimeo.com/143318124 and TECMA in Pinar del Rio https://vimeo.com/147363894.

INTRODUCTION

On November 4, 2014, Melinda Levin, Filip Celander, and David Taylor, along with their Cuban
translator and guide Karina Pino Gallardo, documented a performance by TECMA: Teatro Callejero
Medio Ambiental (Street Theatre about the Environment) in Romerillo, a neighborhood in Havana. TECMA is directed by Luis Valdes. The performance for
children, En Busca de una Antigua Ilusión (Searching for an Old Illusion), was a combination of elaborate costumes, stilts, drums, trumpets, singing, and
storytelling, as well as audience (children) participation through chalk drawings, singing, and dancing.

En Busca de una Antigua Ilusión reflects a concern
for the development of new kind of speech/conversation in the relationship between theater and environmental outreach. Environmental concern reaches the
audience/participant through a process of collective
creation less influenced by improvisational theatre
and public participation in situ. Rather, it comes from
an intellectualized and associative reception, from
heterogeneous and familiar symbols and references.
The narrative for the performance comes from a
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text written in the 1980s that became a classic in Cuban children’s literature. The story is told by a grandfather turtle who describes the ocean prior to the loss
and degradation of marine ecosystems. The children
are not only invited to evoke the story from grandfather turtle—who, off and on, has to be asked to keep
telling it—but throughout the performance, they also
become a part of the story being told. In other words,
the theatrical text/environmental advocacy storyline
effectively mixes audience, actor, word, and theatrical
space in a new ratio, allowing the environmental message to be communicated and the audience engaged in
a more open manner. Roland Barthes, in The Pleasure
of the Text, calls this jouissance, pleasure, an almost
physical body relationship, writing that human beings
can set themselves in a text, whether verbal or scenic.
Perhaps in this way, a performance becomes less a
distancing from our environment and more a physical
and artistic meeting place.
INTERVIEW WITH LUIS VALDES

KP/DT: Could you please speak a little about your personal history? How did you become interested in theater and ecology?
LV: In the case of theater, it came to me in an empirical way. But it also grew on me as part of my time in
the School of Art Instructors. There was a lot of interest in the training being relatively integral, even when
each one of us specialized in a specific artistic manifestation. In my case, it was the plastic arts, and of course
this came back to me as I worked in costume design,
make-up, and all that is a part of scenography. And as
theater is the indispensable complement that glues all
these pieces together, it also is, of course, the creative
space in which I feel the most comfortable. Moreover,
since TECMA is oriented toward social transformation, TECMA’s logic of intervention operates in the
conceptual space of environmental popular education.

KP/DT: Were you always able to connect these interests to each other?
LV: Since the group’s very inception. Actually, it was
like that since I drafted the guidelines for the creative
project. It was also because I experienced the workshops of popular environmental education offered by
the Center of Promotion and Education for Sustainable Development, an initiative connected to the network of popular environmental educators of Pinar del
Río. This network also coordinates the Martin Luther
King Memorial Center. I already had this life conception, so it was only a matter of translating it into theatrical form and recoding it to raise awareness among
the communities.
KP/DT: How did TECMA begin? When was the group
created?
LV: At the beginning, we weren’t called TECMA, but
Truth Theater (Teatro de la Verdad). Essentially, that
was because of the commitment to our present and the
realities in our contexts of action, but TECMA came to
be a more identity-based way of showing ourselves. All
of us are TECMA.
KP/DT: What was your initial participation in the
group?
LV: From the very start I was the coordinator of the
group’s creative and training processes, in addition to
assuming the design of the public image and the performances of the group.
KP/DT: Which other artists decided to join the group?
Please name them.
LV: They were Luis E. Carménate Lugo, Félix Manuel
Astrain Reyes, Diana Rosa Martínez Barrera, Alejandro García Valdés, Iraine Hernández Matías, Iricelia
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Mantilla Lozano, Yuniel Corrales Días, Linda Gilsa Blanco Pérez, Lidice Páez Murguía, Luis Manuel
Valdés Llauger, Lázaro José Rojas León, Yohan Alejandro Uyoa Ortega, and Yohandy Gonzalez Dominguez.
KP/DT: Is the group always interested in the use of
scenic arts to approach environmental issues?
LV: In general, the artistic code that we use the most
to reach the people is street theater, but if the project
has grown to become part of a more ambitious umbrella initiative that today includes TECMA, then we
should talk about that explosion in street art that seeks
to use all codes to raise community environmental
awareness.
KP/DT: Are the group performances mainly aimed at
children?
LV: Almost always, what we try to do is leave the staging work open to any age, creed, race, or any other way
of experiencing life. But we do have offerings that are
specifically meant for children, just as there are others
that are only meant for adults.
KP/DT: How do the performances connect environmental issues to the interpretation itself, the fact that
the audience becomes part of a spectacle? Is it done
through a story, the music, the costumes? Please,
elaborate, if possible, considering the experience
we watched in Romerillo. Can you describe how the
group decides to conceive a show collectively? Maybe
explaining how the more formal, aesthetic moment of
play composition works?
LV: First of all, the whole situation comes from the
life experiences of each of the actors and actresses
that make the group, and of course the life story of the
group itself, the collective subject that we are, besides

the fact that we are always in “diagnosis mode” regarding the contexts where we are working, and that is
both before and after the performances. We also have
exercises that call to a participative diagnosis in that
same way. The performance, the spectacle, the dramaturgy, the music, all the images and circensian elements, it is all part of the theatrical totality. And this,
as a whole, is itself subordinated to the environmental
concept as a medium for communication, awareness,
and the transformation of the audience.
In the show we presented in Romerillo, En Busca
de una Antigua Ilusión (Searching for an Old Illusion), we are speaking of a play for children. But from
the very conception of the show we seek to touch neural points connected to the social issues that unquestioningly involve adults as well, but we do it implicitly
in our poetics so it may reach the children better in
themes such as power, consumer society, gender, values, spirituality, and sensitivity.
All the processes in TECMA are conceived collectively, although of course they come from a central
idea that is born from the life conception of the group
itself. It is in that process that the spectacle is structured. Often times, we begin with a text written by a
particular playwright; others, we start with the fusion
of several pieces or sketches written by ourselves. Several of these are born from our diagnostic approaches
to actual situations, and that makes them more experiential.
KP/DT: Where does the group perform? Is it in outdoor spaces? Is it in cinemas? Do you have a preference?
LV: The group is eminently defined by its activity in
the streets. But that doesn’t divorce it from the stage
or from incursions into other theatrical genres. When
we do large productions, we prefer working in the
street or in public squares without transforming the
environment, but feeding and composing from it, usREVIEWS AND REFLECTIONS
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ing what it can give to the staging efforts. Other times
we work in an itinerant way.
KP/DT: What are your thoughts about the future of
the group? What other themes do you expect and wish
to approach with your work?
LV: The future is uncertain. The sole fact of being in a
constant state of action and in connection to our conception of life, and our defense of it with values and
spirituality, in constant transformation and experimentation to reach the people who stop to see a show
or any other piece of art that we present, makes it all
valuable. And the confidence of knowing all this and
working for today with higher goals every time, trying
to think about the future as I build the present—therein lies the true value of art.

Melinda Levin, documentary filmmaker, has contributed to numerous
award-winning productions as producer, director, camera operator,
editor, and/or producer. Her past productions and films in production
occur in the United States, Mexico, England, Mongolia, Israel, Cuba,
Serbia, Slovakia, Brazil, and Thailand, and examine environmental,
cultural, and socio-political issues. She is a professor at the University
of North Texas and directs the Department of Media Arts’ Master of
Fine Arts degree program in documentary production and studies.

Emmanuel A. Pardo is a Ph.D. student in History at Stony Brook
University. His research interests include Latin American and American cultural history, intellectual history, film studies, and comparative
literature.

Filip Celander is a Senior Lecturer in the Arts and Technology (ATEC)
program at the University of Texas at Dallas. He did most of the film
work during our first trip.

Director of Photography Michael B. Mullins is a member of the InterKarina Pino Gallardo completed her B.A. in Theatrology at the Uni-

national Cinematographers Guild and worked for years on the Emmy

versity of Arts (ISA) in Havana in 2010. Earlier, she studied acting at

Award winning “Monk” and on the films Hidalgo, Superman Returns,

the National Theatre School, from which she graduated in 2003, and

and The Spiderwick Chronicles. Additionally, he has shot for The Late

attended two years at the Faculty of Audiovisual Art of the Superior

Show with David Letterman, NBC, ABC, CNN, ESPN, and the BBC. He

Institute of Art in Havana. She joined Tablas-Alarcos Publishing House

is a teaching fellow at The University of North Texas’ Department of

(founding member of the editorial area of the Ibero-American Com-

Media Arts. Mr. Mullins served as producer and director of photogra-

munity Theatre and Teaching Unit, University of the Arts), where she

phy on the award-winning feature film Technically Crazy.

works as editor, critic, and researcher.

David Taylor is Visiting Assistant Professor of Environmental Humanities in the Sustainability Program at Stony Brook University. He is the
author and editor of seven books. His forthcoming book of poetry is
titled The Edges of the World (Wings Press, 2016). Recently, Steve
Wolverton and he co-edited and contributed to a collection of essays
about an interdisciplinary project on Mesa Verde archaeological sites
and their representations to the public, titled Sushi in Cortez: Essays
from the Edge of Academia (University of Utah Press, 2015).
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CHN BOOKSHELF
A regular feature calling attention to important
books and articles that CHN staff, board, and collaborating scholars are reading and recommend.
Quot libros, quam breve tempus.

T. A. Heberlein, Navigating Environmental Attitudes
(Oxford University Press, 2012).
R. MacFarlane, The Wild Places (Penguin Books,
2007).

C. Bowden, Blood Orchid: An Unnatural History of
America (Random House, 1995).

S. D. Mitchell, Unsimple Truths: Science, Complexity,
and Policy (University of Chicago Press, 2009).

P. G. Brown & P. Timmerman, eds. Ecological Economics for the Anthropocene: An Emerging Paradigm
(Columbia University Press, 2015).

J. Purdy, After Nature: A Politics for the Anthropocene (Harvard University Press, 2015).

N. Chomsky, What Kind of Creatures Are We? (Columbia University Press, 2016).
L. Couturier, The Hopes of Snakes and Other Tales
from the Urban Landscape (Beacon Press, 2005).

L. Savoy, Trace: Memory, History, Race, and the
American Landscape (Counterpoint Press, 2015).
R. Solnit, A Field Guide to Getting Lost (Penguin
Books, 2005).

S. Harding, Animate Earth: Science, Intuition, and
Gaia, 2nd. ed. (Green Books, 2009).
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PRO- A ESTHET IC LANGUAGE: NAT URAL T REAS URES V S.
NATURAL RES O URCES
The human aesthetic—the perception and sensory contemplation of a subject—is so strongly influenced by the terms and phrases we adopt into
our lexicon that we ought to pay close attention
to them. We see, hear, and smell our environment
using the senses we have evolved with over hundreds of thousands of years, and then we process
and contemplate this sensory influx. And as we
process and contemplate, our emotive (gut feelings) and rational (analytical) selves come into
inter-play, formulating how we will judge, value,
and respond to these inputs. This is where our
lexicon becomes important, because the terms
we use to paint the picture of existence carry with
them a certain worldview that influences us. The
words or group of words (phrases) we, the larger
cultural group, decide are appropriate to identify
the existent we come in contact with, will shape
how we think and feel about them.
Actually, the issue isn’t so much with a term
itself. Any term is really value neutral—just a few
symbols we have conjured up and strung together—until we decide upon the definition and its cultural aura. For example, let us look at two terms
that identify the solid waste product excreted by
the digestive tract: “feces,” and its cousin noun,
“shit.” These related terms elicit quite different
emotional and intellectual responses. One is illicit, the other not. For example, it was without
hesitation that I inserted the term “feces” into this
article, but as I inserted the term “shit” in order to
make my point, I felt squeamish, because the idea
of my colleagues and family reading an essay by
me that highlighted a naughty word made me feel
uncomfortable—as if traces of myself have been
revealed in the words I say or write.
When we use or encounter the word “feces” we
tend to focus on its scientific and ecological implications. When we use or encounter the word
“shit” it’s a different story—then we come in contact with powerful feelings like anger, and shame,
or embarrassment. There seems to be a lot more
feeling going on than intellectual reflection. And

these different reactions lead
us to different responses. If we
are scientifically curious, we
are apt to pursue the meaning of the term “feces” and the
importance of the process of
defecation—the purging of indigestible molecules and efficient packaging of tasty treats
for other living creatures. We
might even be wowed by nature’s amazing ability to re-cycle, over and over again. The
term “shit,” however, might
make us avoid confrontation
and walk away; it might make
us lash out physically at the
one using it; or some might feel
a rush of power or release of
frustration when exclaiming it.
This brings me to another powerful pair of terms that
allow us to observe a similar
dynamic: the phrase “natural
resources” versus the phrase
“natural treasures.” Both set
the stage for how we understand and relate to each other
and the larger community of
life. Both refer to the animate
and inanimate subjects that
we humans consume in some
way. Whether it is the air we
breathe, the food we eat, the
sights we take in, or the metals
we mine, we manipulate these
subjects, changing them sometimes slightly, and sometimes
in an extreme way. And here is
the rub: it is how we represent,
and thus come to know, the
things we manipulate, that influences the nature of our acts.
THE LAST WORD
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Do we take from nature with respect and with love
in our hearts? Or do we do it with a self-interested
utility, that is over-intellectualized by economics,
resulting in the bastardization of our evolutionarily functional greed? I believe that if we come to
understand these subjects as treasures, our processes are more apt to be respectful and loving,
leading us on a decision-making path toward understanding the other subject on its terms, rather
than only on our terms, or exclusively in human
terms. If we employ the word “treasure” we are activating a social construct that conjures up sacredness and care. Our children are our treasures, and
we care for and love them as such. Why not then
also see the Land as a treasure, with care and love?
When we (the citizens, ecosystem managers,
and policy makers) employ the phrase “natural resources”—as in, “protect your natural resources”—
we are on the slippery slope of making decisions
based on the very old concept that Earth was made
for us to use as we see fit.
If we understand a tree, a river, an otter, or an
ecosystem as merely a resource, then we make personal, managerial, and policy decisions grounded
in a worldview that comprehends humans as the
pinnacle of evolution. We decide as a society that
it is okay to cause utter devastation by engaging
in activities such as tar sands oil mining, which
poisons the water for miles around and steals the
sands to mine these areas from far, far away; or
natural gas fracking, which also poisons Earth’s
watersheds. If we think of something as a resource,
then we will be more likely to allow mega-corporations, for the sake of profit, to circumvent international regulations intended to protect the health
of the Earth’s air and water—the essentials of all
life. This is utterly unethical when viewed from the
perspective of caring for Earth.
So let us embrace terminology that encourages us to come to know our Earth again from an
aesthetic experience—allowing us to embrace the
smells, sounds, sights, and emotions that have
evolved, permitting us to appreciate and value
ANJA CLAUS

Earth’s amazing gifts. This at
least begins to facilitate a longterm worldview that “promotes
human responsibilities in relation to nature—the whole community of life.”2
It is just a start, but phrases such as “natural treasures”
allow us this space to aesthetically interact differently with
the world. And interacting with
Earth in a way that elicits love
and care is essential for everyone’s well-being. Therefore,
I propose we rid ourselves of
the phrase “natural resources”
when referring to Earth’s loveliness and instead get real—
really real—and use a more
appropriate phrase, such as
“natural treasures.”
(If you have alternative
suggestions to the term “natural treasures” I would love
to hear about it. Please email
your ideas to anja@humansandnature.org, or, even better, leave a comment at the end
of this article in our all-new online Minding Nature comment
feature. Let’s keep the conversation going!)
Anja Claus is Associate Editor of
Minding Nature and edits the Center’s
weekly newsletter and video series.

This essay was inspired by a
thought-provoking conversation with
my effervescent friend and colleague,
Beth Kosson
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